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Interview With Director Cameo Wood for 'Real Artists' (2017)

Director/Producer Cameo Wood’s first narrative film ‘Real Artists’ (2017) starring Tiffany Hines (Bones, 24: Legacy) and Tamlyn Tomita (Joy Luck Club/Berlin Station) made its debut at the 70th annual Cannes Film Festival as part of the 2017 Marché du Film. Adapted from the short story by bestselling author Ken Liu, ‘Real Artists’ takes place in the near future and tells the story about an animator challenged to ch...

07.07.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

Oceanside Media announced The action-packed ONE IN THE CHAMBER from David Gordon Green

Independent film producer Scott Clayton and his production company Oceanside Media (“Oceanside”) has come on board to produce and fully finance the action-packed adventure film One in the Chamber written by David Gordon Green (upcoming Stronger, Pineapple Express) and his frequent collaborator Darius Shahmir, who will make his feature film directorial debut with this project. Green will also serve as a producer of the film alongside Clayton. Casting is underway. 

20.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

Radiant Films International has sold multi-territories to the delightful comedy Handsome Devil
Radiant Films International has sold multi-territories to the delightful comedy Handsome Devil starring Fionn O’Shea (Netflix’s Jadotville), Nicholas Galitzine (upcoming The Changeover), Moe Dunford (History Channel’s “Vikings”), and Andrew Scott (BBC’s “Sherlock”), it was announced today by President and CEO, Mimi Steinbauer. Written and directed by John Butler, key international sales have been completed with Rialto for Australia and N...  
20.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Timothy Spall to star in The Changeover

TIMOTHY SPALL AND ERANA JAMES STAR IN THE SPELLBINDING SUPERNATURAL THRILLER ‘THE CHANGEOVER’ RADIANT FILMS INTERNATIONAL HANDLING FOREIGN SALES AT THE CANNES FILM MARKET AND DEBUTING BRAND NEW FOOTAGE TO BUYERS Cast: Timothy Spall (Mr. Turner, Harry Potter series) Melanie Lynskey (I Don’t Feel at Home in this World Anymore, Up in the Air, The Perks of Being a Wallflower), Lucy Lawless (Parks and Recreation, Battlestar Galactica, Xena: Warrior Princess), Nicholas Galitzinen...  
20.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Richard E. Grant joins Sam Neil and Jeremy Irvine in The Guinea Pig Club written by Mike Riddell

Richard E. Grant (upcoming The Hitman’s Bodyguard, Logan, Jackie), Jeremy Irvine (upcoming Billionaire Boys Club, War Horse) and Golden Globe nominee Sam Neill (upcoming Thor: Ragnarok, Hunt For The Wilderpeople, Jurassic Park) have joined Roger Donaldson (The Bank Job, The Recruit, The World’s Fastest Indian) who, subject to final negotiation, will direct the historical action drama The Guinea Pig Club written by Mike Riddell (The Insatiable Moon), it was announced today by Radiant ...  
20.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

New Zealand based producer Murray Francis has announced a major production financing deal with philanthropist Sir Owen Glenn

New Zealand based film producer Murray Francis (10,000 BC, The World’s Fastest Indian) has signed a multi-year, multi-picture production funding partnership with Monaco based philanthropist Sir Owen Glenn, it was announced today by Francis, CEO of Propaganda Film. Glenn, a New Zealander based in Monaco with international interests around the globe, will hold a 50% stake in Propaganda Film. Under the far reaching partnership, Francis and Glenn have announced an initial slate of t...  
20.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Helen Hunt will star in the Devon Graye penned horror-thriller film, I See You to be directed by Adam Randall (iBoy)

Zodiac Features announced today Academy Award winner Helen Hunt will star in the Devon Graye penned horror-thriller film, I See You to be directed by Adam Randall (iBoy). Matt Waldeck will produce for Zodiac...
Abramorama Acquires Scott Rosenbaum’s SIDEMEN: LONG ROAD TO GLORY and Sam Pollard’s TWO TRAINS RUNNIN’

Abramorama announced today the acquisition of two upcoming music-themed films: Scott Rosenbaum’s Sidemen: Long Road To Glory and Sam Pollard’s Two Trains Runnin’. Abramorama will release the films theatrically in August 2017. Two Trains Runnin’, a New York Times Critic’s Pick, had a very successful qualifying run at the Metrograph in NYC in December. Coming off their recent success with Corbett Redford and Green Day’s Turn It Around: The Story of E...

You Can Choose Your Family locks casting with Anna Gunn, Samantha Mathis, Alex Karpovsky, Logan Miller and Jim Gaffigan

Emmy Award winner Anna Gunn (Sully, AMC’s “Breaking Bad”), Samantha Mathis (American Pastoral, FX’s “The Strain”), Alex Karpovsky (Hail, Caesar!, HBO’s “Girls”) and Logan Miller (A Dog’s Purpose, AMC’s “The Walking Dead”) have joined Emmy Award nominee Jim Gaffigan in Miranda Bailey’s upcoming comedy You Can Choose Your Family. Frank (Gaffigan) is a seemingly normal father of a loving family. Howev...

Evolutionary Films group, has announced a unique communication partnership with Feref

Evolutionary Film Distribution, the specialist film marketing company, which is part of the Evolutionary Films group, has announced a unique partnership with Feref to create campaigns for its growing distribution slate of quality independent films. Founded in 1968, Feref is the award-winning fully integrated creative agency based in Soho, London and has created campaigns for some of the world's biggest entertainment brands and for movies such as Star Wars, Deadpool, James Bond, Frozen, Ma...

Festival de Cine Global Dominicano is now accredited to FIAPF

Dominican Republic Global Film Festival accredited as the first Caribbean festival among the FIAPF community With this seal of excellence, FCGD joins the exclusive community of 47 film festivals in the world including Berlin, Cannes and Venice, who commit to respect the quality standards as defined by the film producers’ community (Cannes, 22 May 2017). The Festival de Cine Global Dominicano (FCGD) received Monday the accreditation of the International Federation of Film Pr...
Evolutionary Films picked up horror thriller Out of the Shadows in Cannes

Horror thriller Out of the Shadows has been picked-up for international sales by Evolutionary Films. The atmospheric chiller is directed by Dee McLachlan (The Wheel, 10Terrorists) and produced by Tim Maddocks, Blake Northfield and Jim Robison and is A Bronte Pictures and Lunar Pictures Production. Evolutionary Films will be commencing sales for Out of the Shadows this week in Cannes and the film is also available in 3D. Out of the Shadows &...

16.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Studio 100 Film Brgouht new animation "100% Wolf" to Marche Du Film

Studio 100 Film presents a new movie at this year’s Marché du Film: “100% Wolf” tells the story of Freddy Lupin, heir to a family of noble werewolves and desperate to become a werewolf himself! But on his 13th birthday, Freddy’s first transwolfation doesn’t quite go to plan when he turns into a ferocious, furry...poodle?! Just when Freddy thinks life can’t get any worse, he’s groomed against his will, chased into the streets and...

16.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Tiberius Film acquires LIES WE TELL with Gabriel Byrne and Harvey Keitel

At the Marché du Film of the International Film Festival Cannes 2017 the German independent film distributor Tiberius Film secured the rights to the thriller LIES WE TELL with an excellent cast including Gabriel Bryne and Harvey Keitel. Tiberius Film also acquired THE CRUCIFIXION, the new horror movie of the French director Xavier Gens and the action film FEMALE FIGHT CLUB featuring stunt star Amy Johnston and Dolph Lundgren.

LIES WE TELL is the feature film debut of director Mitu Misra,...

10.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Wim Wenders, President European Film Academy, talks at The Movies that Matter Panel in Cannes

The panel was brought to Cannes by Festival Sacré de la Beauté who invited Dario Vigano, and Wim Wenders to Cannes to speak about beauty and filmmakers responsibility in making movies that matter. It was hosted by the American Pavilion. ...

08.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Special EFA Showcase in Cannes
Edge signs Cannes buzz title The Villainess

Edge Entertainment is proud to present the high profile acquisition of this year’s Cannes Midnight success entry The Villainess. Additionally, Edge Entertainment has picked up the Australian success Red Dog: True Blue. The Villainess by Jung Byung-gil had its world premiere in the Cannes Official Midnight Selection; where Edge’s previous acquisition Train to Busan world premiered in 2016. Byung-gil’s The Villainess is a captiv...
Protagonist Pictures has almost sold out on the 2017 Directors’ Fortnight selections The Florida Project from Sean Baker and The Rider from Chloé Zhao during the Cannes Film Festival, announced CEO Mike Goodridge. Both films played to packed theatres and to high critical praise in their eagerly anticipated premiere screenings at this year’s festival. The Rider was awarded the 2017 top prize of Directors’ Fortnight, The Art Cinema Award. The Florida Project was...

340 Industry Professionals Sign Open Letter To Cannes Film Festival Regarding Treatment Of Parents With Children at This Year’s

Interview with Cyril Morin @ 70th Cannes Film Festival.

Richard E. Grant, Jeremy Irvine and Sam Neil to Join Historical Drama "The Guinea Pig Club"

MINDHACK Hacks into the 2017 Cannes Film Festival
New sci-fi thriller featuring amazing special F/X delves deep into the controversial, chilling and terrifying world of bio-hacking  CANNES – Film Mode Entertainment announced the World Market Premiere of Sci-Fi Thriller MINDHACK: #savetheworld at the 70th Annual Cannes Film Festival. The film stars Spencer Locke (RESIDENT EVIL), Faran Tahir (IRON MAN), Scott Mechlowicz (DEMONIC) and Chris Mason (BETWEEN TWO WORLDS) and is commercial director Royc…

05.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Covert Media Boosts Lexica Films Label With Timur Bekmambetov’s "Spacewalk"

Cannes, France, Lexica Films, the foreign language label of Covert Media, has boarded the Russian language adventure thriller Spacewalk from acclaimed filmmaker Timur Bekmambetov, it was announced while in Cannes by Covert Media’s President of International Liz Kim Schwan. Lexica is handling international rights to the film which will premierie for buyers in Cannes. Directed by Dmitry Kiselyov (Day Watch, Six Degrees of Celebration) and written by Yuri Korotkov, Sergei Kaluz…

05.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Interview with Daphne Schmon for "All of Me" @ Cannes 2017.

American director, editor and actor Daphne Schmon's short film "All of Me" premiered at the 2017 Cannes Marché du Film, which was selected “Best of Cannes shorts to screen” by Creative Market Group. Made by an all female team, “All of Me” is the story of a talented, genderqueer musician named Viv (played by British actress Chereen Buckley). Director Schmon, writer Emily Carlton, producer Jemma Moore and editor Philippa Carson were in attendan…

05.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Angel Salvation premiered in Cannes with a screening in the Palais

Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR Buyers were invited to the Market PREMIERE in Cannes of Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR May 24, 10:00 am - Gray 1 Iran 2017 90 minutes Angel (Fereshtehin persian) is the daughter of Ahmad. Her father has gone bankrupt during Iran’s nuclear sanctions years and troubled economy. The family had to sell their home and are now living in a small, ran down, house. The creditors pressure Fereshteh fo…

04.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
SlideShow Best Moments at the Ampav

Ampav Sylvia Desrochers and a new Member (already a festival veteran) …
02.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Video of The AmPav ribbon Cutting and opening with Brittany Snow

... 02.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Interview With Kayvan Mashayekh About PGA "Producers Without Borders" @ 70th annual Cannes Film Festival

PGA producer Kayvan Mashayekh PGA “Producers Without Borders” started in Cannes three years ago by PGA member Kayvan Mashayekh and the general manager of The Royal Film Commission of Jordan George David. The event is sponsored by The Royal Film Commission of Jordan. After having helped to cast the various panelists myself for this year's 3rd annual PGA PWB edition, I interviewed Kayvan. Here is what he had to say: How did the PWB pane…
02.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Realness Screenwriter’s Residency was announced at the Cannes Film Festival

At an event hosted by La Fabrique Cinéma de l’Institut Français, one of the first supporters of the programme, the selection of this year’s Realness Screenwriter’s Residency was announced at the Cannes Film Festival by Realness co-founder Cait Pansegrouw. Realness, which was established in 2016, aims to provide scriptwriting talent on the continent with the space, time and support needed to create and develop their visi...
01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

8 Awards for FILMS DISTRIBUTION Group @ Cannes 2017
The Films Distribution Group is proud to announce its Cannes 2017 Awards

Directed by ROBIN CAMPILLO
OFFICIAL COMPETITION
GRAND PRIX
FIPRESCI AWARD (International Critics' Award)
QUEER PALM
FRANÇOIS CHALAIS PRIZE

BPM (BEATS PER MINUTE)

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Is VoD growing the film pie? Presentations and film on line! European Audiovisual Observatory Cannes 2017 conference

European Audiovisual Observatory Cannes 2017 conference

Click to view the Vidéo of the conference

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Rija Films - Singing Hugo enchants Animation Day in Cannes

Elita Kalnaella and Vilnis Kalnaellis CEO of Rija Films (Latvian production and animation Studio) hosted a wonderful evening boat party to celebrate Cannes 70th and the closing of a successful Animation Day in Cannes. We made new friends there and met old ones too! Rija Films (www.rijafilms.lv) activities are production, distribution for animation, documentaries and fictions. Since it's founding in 1995 company has taken part in more than 41 international co-production and cooperation p...

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Magnum on the Beach - Video

Copyright Plage MAGNUM CANNES / Matthew Oliver - Victor Malecot Video Bruno Chatelin ...

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

IEFTA and IFIB promote three filmmakers from Bangladesh at a Party in Cannes with Marco Orsini and Samia Zaman

left to right: Bruno Chatelin, Marco Orsini (IEFTA) Gary Springer International Film Initiative of Bangladesh
IEFTA International Emerging Film Talent Association partnered for this great event on the croisette during 70th Cannes Film Festival. IEFTA A Monaco-based, non-profit, non-governmental organization, the IEFTA organizes, finances and promotes festivals, exhibition, education and development. IFIB The International Film Initiative of Bangladesh, IFIB aims to make B...

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Comedy Movies from Summer Hill Entertainment
Full Video of the Movies that Matters Panel at AMPAV with Wim Wenders and Dario Vigano

The panel was brought to Cannes by Festival Sacré de la Beauté who invited Dario Vigano, and Wim Wenders to Cannes to speak about beauty and filmmakers responsibility in making movies that matter. It was hosted by the American Pavilion.

A Better World Forum Awards Gala in Cannes

During the Gala Evening at Plage 3.14 the BWF awarded Mary J Blige with the “Personality Best achievement 2017” thus acknowledging her actions and dedications to Women’s Rights. By Supporting Women’s Causes since many years Mary J Blige knows more than anyone the struggles her sisters have to go through everyday. “Really, every woman is an example to me, because as women we go through so much pain. We have to live this perfect life when we are me...

Interview with Actor George Kosturos for 'American Wrestler: The Wizard' (2016)

"American Wrestler: The Wizard" was sold by Radiant Films International to world markets at the 70th Annual Cannes Film Festival Market. US domestic distribution has gone to Warner Brothers. Palm Springs native
George Kosturos is a talented acting force in the indie film world making a splash success as ‘Ali’ in the award-winning film ‘American Wrestler: The Wizard’ (2016) where he co-stars with legendary actors Jon Voig…

31.05.2017 | Cannes Market Daily’s blog

Interview with Writer/Director Matt Schrader for 'Score: A Film Music Documentary' (2016)

Matt Schrader's film sold to international markets during the 70th Annual Cannes Film Festival Market. International sales were handled by Cinetic Media with domestic distribution by Gravitas Ventures. What is a film without a soundtrack? This question is answered in writer/director Matt Schrader's crucial and poignant feature documentary 'Score: A Film Music Documentary’ (2016). Imagine 'Titanic' without the epic sounds of...

31.05.2017 | Cannes Market Daily’s blog

Interview With Writer/Director Amman Abbasi for 'DAYVEON' (2017)

Writer/director Amman Abbasi's debut film 'Dayveon' (2017) is a coming of age story about 13 year-old Dayveon as he navigates his way through the oppressing Arkansas summer heat and the relentless bullying of a local gang after having just lost his older brother. The film screened to international buyers at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival Market with Visit Films conducting international sales. FilmRise is handling North American distribution. The film premiered at the 2017...

31.05.2017 | Cannes Market Daily’s blog

Wine Tasting Party with Festival Directors in Cannes

We started with a few words about our missing colleagues: Fernanda Silva from festroia, Philip Bergson paid an homage to our good friend and we honored the memory of Donald Ranvaud, a friend of many Festival directors. Great weather, warm hospitality from friends at Estonian Film Institute, tuned in to party spirit and wine tasting with peers and friends at the Estonian Pavilion, with a view that will be missed till next year! Below a few of my festival moments with festival directors… ...

30.05.2017 | Cannes Market Daily’s blog

Another Video Hommage to Donald Ranvaud in Cannes

To you Donald... forgive the floppy photoshop work and slightly amateurish video montage. We know you like Jimi Hendrix here's to you ...

29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Daily's blog
Positive Cannes Festival with angels and happy faces - A Festival that Matters and recognizes initiatives that matter

Movies That Matter Panel with Wenders Dario Vigano (“minister of communication” of the Vatican, Anne Facérias (Festival Sacred for Beauty) and Jesus Colina (Aleteia.org) Positive Cinema Week Initiated by Jacques Attali - Screenings in Cannes and Gala at Palm Beach with prizes (below Raoul Peck for “I am not your Negro”) and auctions raising money to help refugees in the world. One of the many prizes: a lunch with Harvey Weinstein, Leonardo di Caprio and Ro...

29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

If you missed them in Cannes check the catch up screeners on Cinando

Still buzzing from the electric energy of the Cannes Film Festival? It doesn’t have to be over! Catch-up on the following selections on Cinando: Festival de Cannes, Director’s Fortnight and Critic’s Week, as well as a wide variety of titles which screened at the Marché du Film. More films will be added soon, so don’t forget to come back!

29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

I AM NOT A WITCH, Directed by Rungano Nyoni, Premiere in Cannes

I AM NOT A WITCH, directed by Rungano Nyoni, premiered in Cannes at the Theatre Croisette on May 25th.

DIRECTOR: Rungano Nyoni
WRITERS: Rungano Nyoni
PRODUCERS: Juliette Grandmont, Emily Morgan
CAST: Margaret Mulubwa, Henry Phiri, Nancy Mulilo
RUN TIME: 95 min

After a minor incident in her village, nine-year-old Shula is exiled to a travelling witch camp where she is told that if she tries to escape she ...

29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Focus Acquires a movie that matters: Wim Wenders' Pope Francis - A MAN OF HIS WORD

Documentary feature presents Pope Francis in exclusive interviews Written and directed by three-time Academy Award nominee Wim Wenders (Buena Vista Social Club, Pina, The Salt of the Earth), the film is only the second co-production that the Vatican has made with outside filmmakers and the first in which a Pope addresses the audience directly, discussing topics such as ecology, immigration, consumerism, and social justice. “The belief that movi...

29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

They Were Never Really Here - Red Carpet Premiere

In Lynne Ramsay’s kidnapping thriller They Were Never Really Here, Joaquin Phoenix plays a veteran named Joe who has been working under the table as a hired gun, rescuing young girls from sex trafficking rings. After
he is hired to save a senator’s daughter, Nina, played by Ekaterina Samsonov, he uncovers a plot of corruption and violence. Lynne Ramsay has created an atmospheric and intense thriller that is unlike any other in the genre. She juxtaposes beautifully.

28.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Walking the Red Carpet as a Common Person

Last night I had the honor of walking the red carpet for ‘You Were Never Really Here’. The cameras were flashing, photographers were yelling, but it wasn’t for me, obviously. There were security guards herding the crowd into the building as guests tried to take as many selfies as possible. I was alone in the crowd of people, observing the faces, the lights flashing in the eyes of the people until an elderly woman with a wonderful sense of style offered to take my photo for m... 

28.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Media Luna has acquired the rights to the Egyptian feature in post-production “Sheikh Jackson” by Amr Salama

Set in 2009 when the news of Michael Jackson’s death took the world by storm affecting many people in the world, the films follows an Islamic cleric who in his school days used to be obsessed with the King of Pop and now faces an identity crisis. “We are proud to lead this young talented director to cross borders with such a delicate story, told with such an original tone and visionary in its way, that has the potential to touch the hearts of people no matter where... 

28.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Katya Kan Film Celebrity Artwork Launch inspired by celebrities artists of the film industry.

At the American Pavillion, Cannes Film Festival 4-6pm We would I appreciate you using the following #ashhtags for the night when sharing your event selfies and photos! @the_american_pavillion @katya_kan @sheepish_pr @hp @cannes_filmfestival #artlaunch #wecan #reinventmemories We are looking forward to celebrate the 70th Anniversary of the Cannes Festival which is just about to close together. Sooooo, let’s the fun begin! ... 

28.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Doc was the new star in Cannes - Doc Day, Don was here ...mixing with the best doc fests...

... 

28.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

The Marché du Film takes its final bow this year with record-breaking numbers
The past 10 days have seen record-breaking numbers: 12,324 registered participants, 3,820 films on sale, 1,522 screenings and 5,300 viewings of VR contents. Afghanistan, Honduras, Macau, Mali and Uzbekistan saw their first time at the Marché, while there was an increase in participants from Asia. Thank you for making this year's Marché such a wonderful event and we hope it has been fruitful for you. If you missed some Festival and Marché films in Cannes, you c...

28.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Recreation Media announced that they have boarded 2 animations - Two Tails and Princess in Wonderland

Premier Los Angeles-based film company Recreation Media has come on board to sell two family adventure animated feature films, Two Tails and Princess in Wonderland. Both films, currently in production, are produced by Licensing Brands, one of the largest animation studio in Eastern Europe and Russia. Recreation is handling worldwide rights excluding CIS and Baltics to the mid-range budget films. The company sealed deals for multiple territories at the Canne...

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Meet our superb team of bloggers in Cannes

Still smiling but busy discovering the largest festival in the World, with our experienced staff of Cannes veterans! Jaleel Chandler Manette Asta Elaine DeHart ...

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Party with Dominican Republic Fiends...and rum!

With Yvette Marichal Film Commissioner Dominican Republic. I like Rum, when my lens cap fell in my glass...i had to.......

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Party with Vision Film, Lise Romanoff and a view

Lise Romanoff CEO Vision Films with Adam Wright EVP Sales and Acquisitions with Ruediger w. KUEMMERLE producer of Ultimate A terrace with a superb view on the Red Carpet. ...

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

A new dimension for Winston Baker Forums in Cannes
Toasting at the Closing party with my logo and my partners at Winston Baker Amy Baker, Katherin Winston and Dennis Dembia (Rogers & Cowan) …

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**BYUN Sung-Hyun’s Bulhandang Keeps Cannes Audience on Toes**

Out of Competition Films do not get nearly the same amount of attention as other films in The Festival. Bulhandang (The Merciless) by Byun Sung-Hyun shows that this, perhaps, should not always be the case. Greeted by a thin red carpet turnout, the four main actors were greeted with a thunderous applause in the Grand Théâtre Lumiére. The audience appeared to be extremely excited about the film as an applause broke out with every production company that appeared on screen...

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**Stars Sparkle At The AMFAR Gala**

With every year comes a new Cannes Film Festival and with every Cannes Film Festival comes the prestigious amfAR Gala! The annual amfAR Gala is always a star-studded event and this year's gala did not disappoint. With celebs such as Leonardo DiCaprio, Tobey Maguire, Will Smith, Dustin Hoffman, Jessica Chastain, Eva Longoria, and Nicole Kidman it was truly a night to remember. With all the glitz and glamour of the event it's far too easy to lose sight of why everyone gathers together for s...

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**The Troma Party at Le Petit Majestic, Special Performance by Mystery!**

Lloyd Kaufman Presents: The Tromariffic Cannes Troma Party! With Special Performance by Mystery! La Petite Majestic 17:00 (9:00pm), May 22nd (6 Rue Tony Allard, Cannes, France 06400) FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE New York, N.Y., May 21, 2017 - Greetings from Tromaville! On May 22nd, The Troma Team will throw its infamous Tromariffic Cannes Troma Party with a very sp...

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**Who Will Win the Palme D’or?**

The bets are open! On Sunday, May 28, one film will win the Palme d’or at the 70th Cannes Film Festival. Two days before the end of the event, the predictions are buzzing around as everyone tries to guess who will win this supreme award of world cinema. 5Chopard revealed that this year's edition was unique with diamonds and a market value of 25 000€ So far the predicted favorites are Happy End, Les Proies, L’Amant Double, and 120 Beats Per Minute. …

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**Showings tonight - Cannes Film Festival - Day 11**
D’après Une Histoire Vraie - 7:00pm, 1h50 - Grand Théâtre Lumière  Delphine (Emmanuelle Seigner) is a writer who reaches success after publishing a novel dedicated to her mother. She soon starts to receive anonymous letters accusing her of exposing her family to the public. She suffers from writers block and depression when she meets an interesting and seductive woman (Eva Green) who understands her better than anyone. Directed by Roman Polanski. …

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Aus Dem Nichts - Red Carpet Premiere

Last night was the red carpet showing of Aus Dem Nichts or In The Fade, by it's english title. The film was directed by Faith Akin and starred Diane Kruger as a woman who had just lost her son and husband in a vicious bomb attack set by unknown enemies. Throughout the film, Katja (Kruger) is faced with judgement and scrutiny not only from the police, but also her loved ones, making her period of mourning all that more difficult. Diane Kruger delivers such a powerful performance as the p…

27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Showings in competition - Day 10 - Cannes Film Festival

L’amant Double - 7:00pm, 1h47 - Grand Théâtre Lumière  Chloé, a fragile young woman, falls in love with a psychoanalyst named Paul. She moves in with him after a few months and soon realizes that he is hiding apart of his identity. Directed by François Ozon, in competition for the Palme d’Or, Cannes Best Actress, Cannes Best Director, Cannes Best Actor, Cannes Best Screenplay, Cannes Jury Prize, Cannes Grand Prix. Aus Dem Nichts - 10:00pm, 1h59 - …

26.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

AmfAR Event

The foundation for AIDS research holds an annual event in Antibes, France during the Cannes Film Festival. It's known as the AmfAR Gala and it may be one of the most prestigious parties and is held in one of the nicest hotels in the world. So, obviously, it's a big deal. Celebrities like Will Smith, Jessica Chastain, Nicole Kidman, Nikki Minaj, Leonardo DiCaprio, and so many more that it would take up the whole article if I tried to list them. The main goal of this event is to r…

26.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Movies that Matter with Wim Wenders and Dario Vigano (Vatican) - An initiative from Festival Sacred for Beauty
Panel at The American Pavilion in Cannes on Responsibility of filmmakers in making movies that matter, with Dario Vigano, prefect at Secretariat of Communication in Vatican, Wim Wenders and Anne Facérias (Festival Sacré de la Beauté) www.festivalsacredelabeaute.org moderated by Bruno Chatelin with Jesus Colina Editorial director Aleteia. Dario Vigano came to Cannes with a short text on Cinema to share “Cinema Stories of Hope” and a message from the Pope. I have ...

25.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

The Thai Pavilion has played host to a number of events at Cannes 2017.

We have enjoyed displays of Thai boxing. ...

25.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Dominican Republic Global Film Festival accredited as the first Caribbean festival among the FIAPF community

Adrien Majourel (Project and Festival Manager, FIAPF), Omar De La Cruz (Director FCGD) y Benoit Ginisty (Director General, FIAPF) - With this seal of excellence, the FCGD joins the exclusive community of 47 film festivals in the world including Berlin, Cannes and Venice, who commit to respect the quality standards as defined by the film producers' community. (Cannes, 22 May 2017). The Festival de Cine Global Dominicano (FCGD) received Monday the accreditation of the ...

25.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Positive Planet 7th Gala in Cannes with Jacques Attali and Costa Gavras Harvey Weinstein, and many more at Palm Beach

And Jacques Attali celebrating Michael Lonsdale Birthday with Anne Facérias - Festival sacré de la beauté Raoul Peck (Haiti) awarded for I am not your NEGROE ...

25.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

WIE Celebrates women filmmakers in Cannes - May 25th

WIE ORG will celebrate women filmmakers who have a film screening or in competition at the Cannes Film Festival. The celebration will take place on Thursday May 25th at 5:00 pm at the St. Petersburg Clearwater Pavilion (Pantiero #204) - About...
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Marché du Film breaks its own record for attendance at the 70th edition of Cannes
A few days before its end, the Marché is breaking a new record in attendance with 12,324 participants. As usual, the most important delegation is the USA (2,113 participants), followed by France (1,801 participants) and the UK (1,186 participants). The biggest increase comes from Asia and especially from China (+21%, 600 attendees), Japan (+13%, 309 attendees), Korea (+9%, 286 attendees) and India (+26%, 204 attendees). Other important growths noted came from Canada and...
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May 24 in the Market

After a full week of the Marché du Film, day eight will mark not only a wonderful week of the Marché, but also the final daily newsletter that we send to you. The Marché offers you the opportunity to catch up on the films from the Official Selection that you might have missed in market badge only screenings. Now that the Marché is winding down and you have more time to relax, ...
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Cute little buggers first look

...  
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Edge brings home Amant Double by François Ozon

Edge Entertainment is proud to present the high profile acquisition of Amant Double by François Ozon. Amant Double by François Ozon is competing for the Palme d'Or and is one of this festival’s most sought after titles. The film has its official premiere in Cannes on Friday May 26th and has a chance to be awarded the Palme d'Or at the Awards Ceremony on May 28th. Edge Entertainment has bought the distribution rights in Sweden, Norway, Finland and Iceland...
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Cannes Film Festival Cancels Fireworks and Amps Up Security

In light of the recent terror attack in Manchester, the Cannes Film Festival canceled it's "Spectacle Pyrotechnique" which was set for Tuesday night and fortified an already massive security force surrounding the Palais du Festival. The pyrotechnique display was scheduled in honor of the 70th year of the film festival and set to take place over the bay of Cannes following a retrospective screening and special anniversary dinner. Festival officials thought it prudent to call off ...
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Opening of AMPAV on May 21 with Brittany Snow

On May 21st, during the 70th annual Cannes film festival, Brittany Snow was the special guest for the opening ribbon cutting for the American Pavilion. Every year the AMPAV invites a beloved celebrity to cut the ceremonial ribbon, and this year it was Brittany Snow, who has been recognized for her roles in many films including Pitch Perfect and Bushwick. The American Pavilion, celebrating its 29th year as the epicenter of American hospitality and communication at the Cannes Intern…

John Cameron Mitchell hosts Queer Night Tonight at AMPAV!

Doc Day Mixer Party at Plage des Palmes

Key Doc Festivals gathered in one single spot…nextto Jérôme Paillard on stage at Doc Day Mixer may 23 Plage des Palmes …

MAY 23 was Doc Day

Cannes 2017, Monday, Day 6
Only saw one film today but it was the Best Film I've seen in fifty years ~~~!KINCSEM -- The Hungarian Wonder Horse -- won 54 races and never lost one -- and if this picture doesn't get you on your feet cheering and win 54 international prizes I will be very surprised -- Thrilling, uplifting, engaging, and satisfying in every way this new Magyar blockbuster (for Hungary) delivers the goods: Romance, horse races, duels, Revenge, colorful period costumery, communication with animals...

Happy End - Red Carpet Premiere

Last night, I had the opportunity to attend the red carpet premiere of the French/Austrian film, Happy End, directed by Michael Haneke and starring Isabelle Huppert, Jean-Louis Trintignant, Mathieu Kassovitz, Toby Jones, and the young Ms. Fantine Harduin. Happy End is a heartbreaking and introspective story that follows a young girl, Eve (Harduin), who ends up living with her estranged father (Kassovitz) and his wealthy family after her mother attempts suicide. It...

Marché du Film May 23 activities

Seven days down, three to go; the Marché du Film is now a week into the 2017 edition! The Doc Corner will hold the second annual Doc Day on the 23rd; a day celebrating everything documentary, focused this year on impact and solutions with documentary films. Doc Day is made up of two separate conferences, each focusing on different topical issues; one from 9:30 - 12:00 and the other from 3:30 - 5:30. Don't mis...

Nordic major SF Studios signs Iron Sky The Coming Race for the Nordics

SF Studios has picked the distribution rights for the Nordics (Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland) for the long-awaited sequel to the cult hit Iron Sky, released in 2012, called Iron Sky The Coming Race. The film is scheduled to open in Finland on Valentine’s Day 2018, February 14th followed by Sweden, Denmark and Norway soon after. Plowing the way for the Pan Nordic release, the first teaser of the film is out, and has already gained over million hits on the Internet. “SF S...
Nice exhibition on perfume at Eglise Notre Dame de bon Voyage, behind the Palais

The exhibition is organized by Festival Sacred for Beauty (busy preparing the extraordinary panel may 25 from 2 to 3 pm with Wim Wenders and Dario Vigano (sent by the pope) with a message for our film community!
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FilmSharks sells 'My Love Or My Passion' to BVI for LatAm

EXCLUSIVE: Buena Vista International picks up Adrian Suar-starring comedy. Buena Vista International (BVI) has picked up Latin American rights to comedy superstar Adrian Suar’s My Love Or My Passion (El Futbol O Yo) and plans its widest release of the year in August. FilmSharks brokered the deal on the Patagonik comedy and BVI is planning its widest release so far this year for the film across the region in mid-August. My Love Or My Passion centres on a …
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FILM.UA Group and Animagrad screen two animations during Animation Day in Cannes May 23

I Igor STORCHAK CEO FILM.UA Distribution on his booth at Riviera I kindly invite you to attend the screenings of The Stolen Princes animated feature and The Stronghold family feature work-in-progress scenes at the Marché du Film in Cannes. FILM.UA Group’ booth number is J13 located in Riviera. It will be an honor for me to meet you in person to discuss the ways of our possible cooperation. Here are the screening details for our films: …
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Wizart's new deals at Marche du Film

Sheep & Wolves is heading to Greece, France, Indonesia and South Korea, while The Snow Queen franchise will be released in Portugal and Indonesia CANNES, May 22, 2017 Wizart has signed new agreements for its animated feature films Sheep & Wolves and the Snow Queen franchise at international market Marche du Film held in terms of the 70th Cannes Film Festival. Sheep & Wolves and the first installment of the Snow Queen franchise secure Greece release. Spentzos Film (the distributor …
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IWP introduced Revenge" - French Action/Thriller
Cannes: FilmSharks Nabs International Rights to Spanish Trio

'Lord, Give Me Patience,' 'Dark Buildings,' 'Chess for Three' continue Argentine sales house's bet on European movies Pursuing its strategy of partnering with key European film players, Argentine sales agency FilmSharks Intl. has inked international sales rights to a trio of upcoming features from Spain, led by Atresmedia Cine’s comedy “Lord, Give Me Patience.” FilmSharks has also picked up Nicolás Gil Lavedra...

AMPAV Today May 22 and 23 schedule

UPCOMING 2017 American Pavilion Schedule http://www.ampav.com Please Note: PANEL ACCESS IS ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS. WE SUGGEST YOU ARRIVE 45 MINUTES BEFORE KEY PANELS TO ENSURE SEATING. WE ALSO HAVE WIRELESS HEADPHONES TO ENJOY THE PANEL FROM THE TERRACE IF YOU ARE LATE/SPACE IS NOT AVAILABLE INSIDE PANEL ROOM ITSELF. Monday, May 22 11:00AM Industry in Focus: Hollywood & China and The Future of International...

Daisy Ridley as OPHELIA - First Look Production Still from Set of the Highly Anticipated Feature Film

DAISY RIDLEY AS OPHELIA COVERT MEDIA HANDLING INTERNATIONAL SALES IN CANNES The highly anticipated drama is currently in production in Prague. The star laden cast includes Naomi Watts, Clive Owen and George MacKay. The first look high res still is attached here. Info on the project below. Photo Credit: Julie Vrabelova Cast: Daisy Ridley (upcoming Murder on the Orient Express, Star Wars: The Last Jedi) Two-time Academy Award nominee Naomi Watts (Divergent series, The Impossible) ...
The first Thessaloniki Goes to Cannes of the Thessaloniki International Film Festival with the collaboration of the Greek Film Center. Please note that you need a Market Badge to enter (otherwise contact us). 2 documentaries and 3 feature fiction films in post-production will be showcased during the Marché du Film, Festival de Cannes, looking for post-production funds, sales agents, buyers, distributors and festival screenings. Film extracts of the selection will be …
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Jessica Chastain and many more advocating for Women's rights in Cannes at Kering Event

KERING AND THE FESTIVAL DE CANNES WELcomed ISABELLE HUPPERT, CATHERINE DENEUVE, UMA THURMAN, AND JESSICA CHASTAIN, AT THE OFFICIAL WOMEN IN MOTION AWARDS' DINNER The Women in Motion Awards' official dinner welcomed 200 guests on Place de la Castre, Le Suquet, on the hills of Cannes on Sunday, 21 May 2017. The Women in Motion programme aims to shine a spotlight on women's contribution to cinema. On this occasion, François-Henri Pinault, Chairman and CEO of Kering, P...
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The 1st Amman International Film Festival launches …in Cannes, what else!

The first edition of Amman International Film Festival - Awal Film, due to take place in 2018, was announced today during the 70th Cannes Film Festival. This new festival offers a different and innovative concept in the Arab World. It is organized by the Royal Film Commission - Jordan and MAD Solutions, in collaboration with the Arab Cinema Center. The festival's main competitions will be dedicated to debut Arab films, not only in the field of directing, but also in six other cine…
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SCREEN : Ricardo Darin thriller inks key deals

EXCLUSIVE: Film Sharks scores sales on redemption feature. Black Snow (Nieve Negra), the thriller starring Argentinian superstar Ricardo Darin who is in official selection at Cannes Film Festival with The Summit (El Cordillera), has sparked a flurry of multi-platform transactions for Film Sharks including a global streaming deal with Netflix. Fabian Bielinsky protégé Martin Hodara’s film has also gone to DirecTV for Latin American TVoD ...
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Clint Eastwood Returns To Acting
During a master class at the Cannes Film Festival, film icon Clint Eastwood said that after a five year hiatus he will return to acting in front of the camera. This announcement was met by a three-minute long ovation for those lucky enough to be in attendance. Eastwood's last on-screen performance was in 2012 for the film "Trouble With the Curve." alongside Amy Adams and Justin Timberlake. The 86 year old actor director said he missed performing "once in a while but not often..."
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Warm farewell party to Donald Ranvaud with some of his friends in Cannes

Friends of Donald Ranvaud gathered in the Marché to celebrate his legacy and a dear festival circuit network of friendship. This video was shown to Donald Ranvaud's friends gathered in the Palais around Jérôme Paillard Marché du Film executive Director and Giulia Camilla Braga, colleague of Donald (Senior Communications Consultant) at Connect 4 Climate who edited this nice video! Pictures will be posted on our facebook page...
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world Premiere of Lloyd Kaufman's Return to Return to Nuke 'Em High AKA Vol 2

Greetings from Tromaville! Troma Entertainment presents the World Premiere of Lloyd Kaufman's newest masterpiece Return to Return to Nuke 'Em High AKA Vol 2, the conclusion to his two-part event film Return to Nuke 'Em High. The 43 year old iconic independent film company will present three screenings May 23rd-25th at the Arcades 3 Cinéma, 77 Rue Félix Faure, 06400 Cannes, France. All World Wide Rights Available. About Lloyd Kaufman: ...
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Cannes China Day panels

Cannes 2017 - Chinese and European professionals discussed may 19th the new growth of Chinese arthouse cinema and the opportunities this brings to the collaboration between the two industries. On the 19th May, as part of the China Co-Production Day, the CNC, the Marché du Film and Bridging the Dragon will organize a panel focusing on the new growth of Chinese arthouse cinema and its impact on the collaboration with Europe. Among the panellists: Wei Lu, pr...
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Fantastic Mixer Party at Plage des Palmes

This mixer party became an unmissable and fun event for lovers and film professionals involved in genre movies. Key players, filmmakers, distributors and sales agents and festival organizers mingled for 4 hours in the Plage des Palmes. The stage adress and introduction By Market Chief Jerôme Paillard was followed by a few welcome speeches from the key genre festivals in town. More pictures on Facebook...
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Hot from the trades - Unabomb
Unabomb is a thriller starring Viggo Mortensen and has been sold to multiple countries, especially in Europe. IM Global was able to make deals all across Europe, selling to Germany (Tobis), France (Metropolitan), Italy (Eagle), Spain (TriPictures), Greece (Odeon), Benelux (Splendid), Scandinavia (Scanbox), and the Middle East (Salim Ramia). The film is directed by Robert Lorenz.

Cannes Stands #withrefugees

May 21st on Plage 45, The UNHCR (The UN Refugee Agency) and IEFTA (The International Emerging Film Talent Association) hosted a party to discuss their cause, and the film they made which focuses on refugees and raising awareness to their daily struggles. The party was light and happy but the cause behind the party has a much more serious tone. Thousands of people are dying on the sea as they try to flee their homeland, and the UNHCR and IEFTA put out a film including a music video, ‘Dange...’

Hot from the trades - Moomins heads to Chinese screens

'The Moomins’ are beloved Finnish storybook characters and their next motion picture adaptation, the stop-motion animated Moomins and the Winter Wonderland has landed a Chinese theatrical release in a deal made at Cannes. Los Angeles-based Global Genesis Group made the deal with Hong Kong’s Spring Era Films and is produced by Finnish film company Filmkompaniet and Poland’s Animoon. Global Gensis will be in charge of the worldwide sales.

Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR Premieres in the Market May 24 9:30 am

Dear film buyers we are happy to invite to our market introductions of the Ones to Watch from Filmfestival.com with two films from Iran and a film from Romania and one from Japan. Last save the date for the Animation Day in Cannes Discoveries May 23  Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR Buyers are cordially invited to the Market PREMIERE in Cannes of Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR 24 Mai / Palais B / 9h30 Iran 2017 90 minutes6...

Release from Heaven by Ali Noori Oskouei will Open Animation Day in Cannes May 22 Gray 2 8:00 pm
Opening Film Animation Day in Cannes - Animation that Matters Award Winner Join us for the screening May 22 Gray 2 at 8:00 pm RSVP and meet the producers and director. In a war torn country, a female writer and teacher has to accompany two of her students on a life changing journey. Ali Noori Oskouei Director Majid Asoodegan Writer Ali Noori Oskouei Producer Director serving as Chairman of Eshragh Co; Manager of Iran cinema research center; Member of ASIFA IRAN manag...
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The Wanderers Final Market Screening

Buyers are cordially invited to the Market PREMIERE in Cannes of THE WANDERERS by Dragos Buliga May 23 Olympia 9 at 5:30 pm Please RSVP: Claudia Stavrositu “THE WANDERERS” starring Armand Assante and Lior Ashkenazi is an independent production shot last summer in the breathtaking surroundings of Transylvania - Romania, based on a powerful and original script, with an outstanding cinematography and directed by a very talented Romanian …
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Industry in Focus - The Profession of Casting

In a panel today at 11:00am in the American Pavilion at the Cannes Film Festival, international casting directors and other members of the industry discussed the qualities of a successful and effective casting director. They also discussed the evolution of casting in the industry as well as how best to collaborate with directors, actors, agents, and producers. The panel included Richard Cook, Lisa Richards Agency, Ireland; Constance Domontoy, France; Jenny Jue, CSA, USA; Tusse...
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May 22nd in the Market

Day six of the Marché du Film has arrived and we hope that the Marché has been a great success for you thus far. Among the daily Marché activities, the Doc Corner and Goes to Cannes will offer you an exciting line-up of things to do today. For more information on the events, programs and conferences, take a look at our complete Marché event schedule. …
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Akon Comes to Gotha - Cannes
Akon performed at Gotha in Cannes on Saturday night. The first weekend of Le Festival de Cannes was also the opening weekend for Gotha Club. The club attendees were very well dressed as excitement brewed for the 3 am appearance of Akon. The rapper has been frequently performing in Cannes since 2011 and while he does not have any recent music out he still pleased the audience with his classic club hits. Akon's appeal does not seem to have spread very widely as while the crowd was excited, t...
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Hot from the trades - Sony Obtains Worldwide Rights to Where Hands Touch

In a deal made at Cannes, Sony Pictures Worldwide Acquisitions (SPWA) has acquired most of the worldwide rights for Amma Asante's Where Hands Touch from Protagonist Pictures. It is a multi-territory deal with Sony obtaining most worldwide rights, with the exception of certain European areas and Australia. It was negotiated by Protagonist CEO Mike Goodridge and head of worldwide sales Vanessa Saal with SPWA's Joe Matukewicz executive vp acquisitions and Michael Helfand, executive...
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Refugee Voices In Film Screening

The Refugee Voices in Film screening was located at the Doc Corner in the Palais, at 10 am, May 21st. A series of blocks of videos were presented, each with different themes and voices. Part One was focused on the stories of refugees and their traumatic experiences, showing the pain and suffering they have to go through while they try to live their lives. Part two showed the making of a music video, called "Dangerous Crossings", which was sung with multiple singers fro...
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The Testament Screening in the Market

Market screening: Today at 4h00 pm, Palais C Monday May 22 at 4h00 pm, Lerins 1 Directed by Amichai Greenberg Cast: Ori Pfeffer, Rivka Gur, Hagit Dasberg, Ori Yaniv Produced by: GUM FILM in co-production with FREINEUTHERFILM Israel, Austria 2017 | 90 min. | Language: Hebrew, German, English | Drama ...
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Virtual Reality Sweeps Cannes Marché
“Virtual Reality isn’t just a niche thing,” explained Alfredo Guilbert, Chief Operating Officer of San Francisco’s Digital Film Cloud Network. He went on to explain how VR could be used for a variety of things far beyond video games or movies. Guilbert spoke on a panel of other well-known names in Virtual Reality such as Kan...

Wind River - Review

Wind River A film by Taylor Sheridan, Wind River brings attention to the dangerous lives of Native American woman, and life on a reservation. With Jeremey Renner and Elizabeth Olsen, this movie never had a dull moment. Not once did I wonder how much time it had left, or even steer away in my mind to think about something else. However, some very violent parts of the film were extremely hard to watch. The story was powerful and on multiple occasions I found myself moved to tears. O...

Wind River Review

Last night I was able to attend a showing of Wind River at the Debussy Theatre, where part of the cast, Jeremy Renner, Elizabeth Olsen, and Julia Jones, and the director, Taylor Sheridan, also arrived. It was a stunning picture and the performances by Elizabeth Olsen and Jeremy Renner were impressive. The film is set in an isolated snowy town in Wyoming and it follows a hunter, Corey Lambert (Renner), who helps a rookie FBI agent, Jane Banner (Olsen), after Lambert uncovers the body of...

Hot from the trades - Under the Eiffel Tower

VEEP actor Matt Walsh will star in a romantic comedy alongside French actress Judith Godreche. Archie Borders is the director and one of the writers, the other being David Henry. The film begins with a bourbon salesman (Walsh) approaching his 50s, who proposes to his best friend’s daughter underneath the Eiffel Tower, where he is rejected. The Orchard obtained worldwide rights in a deal that closed at Cannes. - Manette Asta ...

May 21st in the Market
Four down, six to go: day five unofficially marks the halfway point for the Marché du Film. We hope that your batteries are fully charged for five more days of exciting Industry programming. However, day five also marks the last day of NEXT. You heard right, today is your last chance to check out the biggest, the baddest and the most state-of-the-art VR film market in the world.
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Let's all gather and pay an homage to our friend Donald Ranvaud May 21 7pm Doc Corner, Riviera H8

First time in 40++ years that our dear friend and colleague, Donald Ranvaud, will not grace the Croisette. Don was a fixture of Cannes, and it will be strange not to run into him deep in conversation with friends after a film screening or meeting. We feel sure he will be looking over us as we go about our business – and maybe we WILL catch a glimpse of his spirit, in a darkened cinema or crowded party. With grateful thanks to the Marche du Film's Doc Corner, please join …
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Jesse Eisenberg to star in Resistance

Jesse Eisenberg will play the legendary mime Marcel Marceau in upcoming film Resistance. The film will focus on Marcel Marceau's involvement in the French resistance during World War II and how he learned to mime to survive and to save Jewish orphans. The film will be directed by Jonathan Jakubowicz with a screenplay that he also wrote.
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Congo, based-on-true-story feature, to come out of Norway, directed by Marius Holst
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Wonderful and Imaginary Film Festival Cocktail Party
The Wonderful and Imaginary Film Festival founded by Benedicte Beaugeois will be hosting a cocktail party at the St. Petersburg-Clearwater film pavilion today, May 20th from 17h to 19h! A unique festival, celebrating many things such as wonder, dreams, imagination, magic, fables, fairy tales, poetry, mystical and legendary, and so much more. It brings a different feel to the Cannes Film Festival with the light-heartedness of the event, and it will allow you to open your mind to more extr...

Miss your tickets for tonight Cannes GSF Awards Gala? Book now!

RESERVE NOW Couture Fashion Week New York and the Global Short Film Awards are pleased to present a very special event: Cannes Fashion and Global Short Film Awards to be held during the world-famous Cannes International Film Festival. See video highlights from the 2016 event. - Red carpet, champagne and hors d'oeuvres reception, gourmet dinner. - Fashion shows by designers ANDRES AQUINO, LUCIANA ADULARI, ...  

50 Turkish Films represented at Turkish Pavilion Check the catalog

Download the catalog ...

FilmSharks signs deals for 'Inseparables'

Deals signed for Australia, New Zealand, the Baltics and Taiwan. Buenos Aires-based FilmSharks has scored fresh deals on Inseparables, the Latin American remake of French smash Intouchables starring Coppa Volpi winner Oscar Martinez. Marcos Carnevale directed the buddy film starring Martinez as a wealthy quadriplegic and Rodrigo de la Serna as his caregiver. Rights have gone to Palace for Australia and New Zealand, Big Film for CIS and Baltics, and Cineplex for Taiwan. Glo...

Hitler's Hollywood showing this afternoon: What does Cinema know, that we still don’t know ?

SCREENING OF THE DAY - 20/05 Click to see the trailer! PALAIS E - 2:00 PM HITLER'S HOLLYWOOD  DCP/HD • GERMANY • 2017 • 105 min The Third Reich cinema was a heavily censored industry and at the same time, longed to be a German dream factory. It produced, among others, the Nazi blockbuster "Münchhausen", at the request o...

Richard Harris International Film Festival party in Cannes
RHIFF INDUSTRY PARTY AT CANNES 2017 COME JOIN RHIFF FOR OUR INDUSTRY PARTY AT CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 2017 WHERE: MORRISONS IRISH BAR, 8/10 Rue T esseire, Cannes, France. WHEN: 8pm Wednesday 24th May 2016 JOIN the RHIFF Team and Irish Women in Film for a night of Music, Screenings and Networking. Starts 8pm until Late.  Map to Morrison's click here In 1963 Richard Harris won The Best Actor Award in Cannes for his film “Man in the Wilderness” 53 years later, in the sam... 20.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

2017 Cine-Regio Green Report: Greening the film Industry

Cannes competition director Fatih Akin has been awarded a Green Shooting Card for the Diane Kruger starrer In the Fade; French actress Audrey Dana is representing Ecoprod as its Ambassador in Cannes; and Italian filmmaker Peter Mercias is premiering his green-produced film Strollica in the Short Film Corner. And this year’s Producer on the Move Verena Gräfe-Höft has continued following best practices since her Un Certain Regard entry Nothing Bad Can Happen in 2013.  In th... 20.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

Arri Media showing to the Market the first scenes from Ploey

Ploey Pre Teaser from ARRI Media GmbH  Ploey - You Never Fly Alone (release date end 2017) Ploey is a 3D animated feature film co-produced by Gunhil & Cyborn (Iceland & Belgium) ARRI Media will be showing to buyers Sat. May 20th, 12:00 AM, 12:30 AM, 1:00 PM, GRAY 3. From the creators of "Legends of Valhalla - THOR" comes a touching story filled with adventure for the entire family. It tells the story of a young golden plover having tr... 20.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

Mathilde Epstein Named Chief Operating Officer At Film Mode Entertainment
CANNES (May 19, 2016) - Film Mode Entertainment (FME), one of the leading independent entertainment companies, specializing in the sales, licensing, representation, marketing and distribution of commercially viable content across the globe announces Mathilde Epstein has joined FME as COO to the ever-expanding company. “I’m thrilled to announce Mathilde has officially joined Film Mode.” Said Clay Epstein, President of Film Mode...
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Arclight Films’ Martial Arts Action Feature TRIPLE THREAT Comes to Cannes

First look image of TRIPLE THREAT courtesy of Arclight Films New action-packed feature from Arclight Films starring Tony Jaa, Tiger Chen and Iko Uwais rounds out cast and moves into final stages of production CANNES (May 19, 2017) - Arclight Films announces the Cannes World Market Premiere of the new English-language action film, TRIPLE THREAT. The film stars martial arts masters Tony Jaa (ONG BAK 1, 2 & 3, upcoming XXX: THE RETURN OF XANDER CAGE, FAST AND...
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Film Mode Entertainment Brings VIKING DESTINY To Cannes

Film Mode Entertainment Brings VIKING DESTINY To the Shores of Cannes IAN BEATTIE (Game of Thrones, ALEXANDER) joins new epic odyssey adventure starring TERENCE STAMP as the film achieves multiple sales, completes financing via Head Gear and begins principal photography CANNES (May 19, 2017) - Film Mode Entertainment (FME) announces the attaching of Ian Beattie (Game of Thrones, ALEXANDER) to the cast ...
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China Night at Majestic 70, pity I was not hungry!

Jerôme Paillard with the Chinese hosts…and the chinese scarf. Lavish food and happy crowd. …
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Marché du Film Opening Party was another hit, this year with India in focus

Berlin meets LA in Cannes Beki Probst (EFM) and Jean Prewitt (IFTA CEO) Tallinn meets Montreal (hello? look at me please) Tiina Lokk (Black Nights Film Festival…) and Laurie Gordon (Animaze and Animation Day in Cannes) Jerôme Paillard our host with the indian scarf Jerôme Paillard our host with the indian scarf and the indian sponsors …
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New project of Cannes Jury Member Cristian Mungiu, LEMONADE, starts production in June
The debut feature film drama LEMONADE, written and directed by Romanian filmmaker Ioana Uricaru, is starting a 32-day shoot on June 8, in Montreal, Canada. The film is lead produced for Mobra Films (Romania) by Cristian Mungiu, President of the Cinefondation and Short Films Jury of the 70th Cannes Film Festival, in co-production with Christoph Kukula and Elke Goreczka for 42film (Germany), Yanick Létourneau for Peripheria Productions (Canada) and Sean Wheelan and Tomas E...
Steinbauer. Written and directed by John Butler, key international sales have been completed with Rialto for Australia and New...
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Cannes 70 opens with the French All-Stare Gala

by Alex Deleon, filmfestivals.com The Riviera town of Cannes is all decked out for the seventieth birthday of the Mother of All Film Festivals. Wherever one looks, at the entrance of nearly every shop is a red welcome mat reminding people that the Festival is ON and red festival posters centering on a slimmed down version of Claudia Cardinale in her heyday apparently flying through the air with the greatest of ease adorn the walls in every direction. The first Cannes film...
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Star studded Cannes 70 lineup

By Alex Deleon Pedro Almodóvar heads the Cannes 70 Jury Big name stars, especially in mainstream blockbusters, are no guarantee that a film will be worth seeing. However, there are certain stars who are known for their discretion in picking their roles and these are the kind of stars very much in evidence at the 70th Cannes edition. To start with perennial Australian beauty Nicole Kidman will appear in four festival films;

1. Competition entry "the Killing of a Sacred Deer"...
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First Wave of Projects Announced for Frontières Market at Fantasia

Frontières is thrilled to announce a first wave of projects selected to participate in its international co-production market, taking place July 20-23 at the Fantasia International Film Festival. Notable project helmers include: the legendary George A. Romero (NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD, DAWN OF THE DEAD), director/writer Blaine Thurier (LOW SELF-ESTEEM GIRL, indie rock's THE NEW PORNographers), producers Titus Kreyenberg (I AM NOT A WITCH), Caroline Piras (AUX YEUX DES VIV...
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Nick Frost cast as "Captain Pugwash" for the all-new live action film

Nick Frost (Shaun of the Dead, Hot Fuzz, Paul and Snow White and the Huntsman) has signed on to play the infamous, bumbling and cowardly pirate, Captain Pugwash. Captain Pugwash’s creator, the late John Ryan, entertained three generations with hundreds of episodes of animated cartoons and two dozen best-selling books. Pugwash is set in the Golden Age of Piracy. Cowardly con-artist Pugwash is put on a ship to Botany Bay but soon escapes and has the good fortune to find h...
KEEPERS first look image released

Award-winning Danish filmmaker Kristoffer Nyholm (Taboo, The Killing) directs Butler, Mullan and Swindells as a trio of lighthouse keepers, pitted against each other on a remote island off the coast of Scotland. Today’s first look image from the psychological thriller shows Gerard Butler (London Has Fallen, How to Train Your Dragon, Coriolanus, 300), fellow Scot Peter Mullan (Tyrannosaur, War Horse, Trainspotting) and newcomer Connor Swindells on location at the Mull of Ga...

Wizart's Animation: new deals at Marche du Film

Sheep & Wolves is heading to Greece, France, Indonesia and South Korea, while The Snow Queen franchise will be released in Portugal and Indonesia. Wizart has signed new agreements for its animated feature films Sheep & Wolves and the Snow Queen franchise at internationa...

Coming up at AMPAV - May 20/21

UPCOMING 2017 American Pavilion Schedule http://www.ampav.com Saturday, May 20 9:45am Special Panel for American Pavilion Students In Conversation with Paul Dano (Limited Press Seats) (Starring in OKJA in Officia...

HIRED GUN Screening Saturday, May 20th 10:00am Riviera 1

Sales- Vision Films Vision Films, Inc. 14945 Ventura Blvd STE 306 Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 ...

Day 4 in the Market

May 20th 2017  After an immensely successful first three days of the Marché du Film, day four will surely go off with a bang! Note in your calendar: our newest program, Frontières, will kick off tomorrow morning at 10:00 with proof of concept presentations! And don't forget that you have two days left to experience VR at NEXT. Running around all day? Stop by the Relaxation Booth (Palais -1, 21-04) to get a massage. Book your appointment now...

Dhaka To Cannes
Today the IEFTA hosted the Dhaka to Cannes initiative at Plage Royal. Through this initiative three Bangladeshi filmmakers have been chosen to participate in the Producers Workshop of the 2017 Cannes Film Festival. "The Emerging International Film Talent Association (IEFTA) is a Monaco-based, not-for-profit, non-governmental organisation that develops, finances and promotes film-related festivals, exhibitions and educational projects. IEFTA's mission is to promote cultural diversity…"
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Vanessa Redgrave's Sea Sorrow

With the recent Refugee Crisis sweeping the world, several questions have been raised. What is the purpose of taking refugees? How will countries provide for them? Why should we care about situations that are thousands of miles away? These are the questions addressed in Vanessa Redgrave’s Sea Sorrow. Redgrave made an appearance at her showing with her son and Lord Alfred Dubs. Redgrave and Dubs prefaced the film screening by stating that Europe is in trouble, “if one life is saved …"
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Visages Villages - Movie Review

Visages Villages is directed by Agnès Varda and JR and showcases their adventures as they complete their villages project. The film was a piece that explored the lives of French individuals in the intimate villages in quiet areas of France. It serves as a human interest piece as well as an homage and celebration of Agnès Varda, who’s influence during the French new wave was lasting and has garnered her much respect and admiration in the industry. Personally, the pie…
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Hot from the trades - ANIMAL CRACKERS

Arclight Films has brought ‘Animal Crackers’ to Cannes and has garnered much acclaim and made major sales in key territories, such as U.K. and Canada (eOne), Latin America (Imagem), the Philippines (Captive Entertainment), the Middle East (ECS), Bulgaria (A Plus), and many others. The film, directed by Tony Bancroft and Scott Christian Sava, is about a family who must use a magical box of Animal Crackers to save a rundown circus from being taken over by their evil uncle, Horat…
Cannes apologizes for technical malfunction for Okja showing

Netflix's first press showing of Okja, was interrupted due to a technical difficulty; the film was misframed on the big screen and the international press started to boo before the film was stopped. They were able to set up the film properly and continue with the showing and Cannes has apologized for the technical malfunction, but by then the audience had formed a hostile environment. Netflix's presence at this year's festival has sparked an interesting debate wit…

Animation from Argentina at Marché du Film

Anida and the Floating Circus
Anida is a young artista that lives in a millenary Floating Circus travelling the harbors along with her best friend, Vincent the toad. She has great power and is able to read the future through the person’s hands, but carries a bewitchment- She can’t see her own past. The Circus is under the command of Madam…

Imagine an AVATAR but for Kids in animation and you have AXEL: ADVENTURES OF THE SPACE KIDS

The once beautiful and lush Planet Keplar is now dry and near death after its precocious Kar-Lalo plant was exploited by Earthers to extinction. The Kar-Lalo plant was known throughout the galaxy as a source for super energy. In this outer space 3-D animated adventure reminiscent of JIMMY NEUTRON and AVATAR, three brave Kepler SpaceKi…

Mantarraya Group in Cannes with animation
Mantarraya Group will be attending the Marché du Film in Cannes from May 17th to 24th and will have a market screening of our next title, currently in post-production, under our cause-driven animation label Fotosintesis, THE ANGEL IN THE CLOCK. We would be honored to see you there.  
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CWA in Cannes

Edoardo Rossi, Partner&Executive Producer in CWA. We are a boutique Animation Company based in Buenos Aires. We offer a range of 3D, 2D, character development, visual effects, production, direction and post production services to integrated content and films. With exceptional CG characters and environments, we produce high end cinematics for world-class gaming companies. http://www.cwadv.net/postproduction/ In recent years the post-production market in the Southern Hemisphe...  
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Annecy Goes to Cannes

For more information: +33 (0)4 50 10 09 00 - info@citia.org www.annecy.org  
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Emerging Global Markets panel May 19th

OPPORTUNITIES IN EMERGING GLOBAL MARKETS: THE NEW GOLD RUSH ON MAY 19 @ 10:30am  
JJD Consultancy and Buffalo 8 Speakers Bureau in partnership with The Hollywood Reporter, are unveiling the panel lineup and topic for their annual think tank conversation in Cannes on May 19 that will feature a variety of global powe...  
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Galeries Lafayette Flash Fashion Show

The Galeries Lafayette Flash Fashion Show happened on May 18th from 16h-17h30. Brands that were represented were Galeries Lafayette, Jodhpur, Calvin Klein, Michael Kohrs, Morgan, among many others. It was a combination of a fashion show and youth model competition, involving Mayor David Lismard, who made an appearance and gave a speech. Many spectators came to watch this event, and were excited to see performances such as choreographed dances, a tasteful pole dancing show, and models perf...  
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Hot from the trades - A24 and Uncut Gems
A24 has acquired the worldwide rights to brothers Benny and Josh Safdie’s next film Uncut Gems. The screenplay is written by the brothers and Ronald Bronstein and is set in New York’s diamond district. The film will star Jonah Hill as Howard Ratner. The film is currently in pre-production.

Thai Night in Cannes on May 18th

Welcome to Thai Night in Cannes! Royal Princess of Thailand, Ubolrutana Rajakanya, will be presiding over Thai Night 2017 “Where Films Come Alive”. This event celebrates the Thai Cinema Industry and will be held at the Grand Salon, Intercontinental Carlton, Cannes.

Hot from the trades - Lionsgate picks up rights to Monster Hunt 2

Lionsgate has obtained the rights to Monster Hunt 2 in the US and the UK. Monster Hunt 2 is the sequel to the immensely successful 2015 Chinese blockbuster Monster Hunt. It was China's highest-grossing film ever, earning $382 million at the box office. While its reception to english-speaking audiences was fairly subdued, the sequel is still highly anticipated, featuring a returning cast (Bailhe Bai and Boran Jing) along with a new face Tony Leung Chiu-Wa...

Red Carpet Premiere of Blade of Immortal

Blade of the Immortal  Takashi Miike's 'Blade of the Immortal' is premiering tonight at the Cannes Film Festival. Screening at 22:30, with stars gathered in their best gowns and suits, the premiere of this film is eagerly anticipated. To understand the excitement, here is a synopsis: Based on the Manga of the same name first published in 1993, the film evokes the story of an immortal samurai warrior who can lift his curse by only one way: kill 1,000 men ... ...

Cannes in Focus Day 2 Newsletter
Day 3 in the Market

CHECK LATER FOR COVERAGE OF THE MARKET OPENING PARTY

May 19th 2017

Two days at the Marché and we are now in full swing! Tomorrow the Goes to …
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Live Plage Nespresso

La Semaine de la Critique se tient prête à la gearing up at the Plage Nespresso …
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Presentation of Polish films during Goes to Cannes at Marché du Film

MARCHÉ DU FILM
FESTIVAL DE CANNES

At the initiative of the Polish Film Institute, the T-Mobile New Horizons Film Festival is now one of the 10 international film festivals to present selected films in the prestigious The Goes to Cannes during the biggest film market, Marché du Film, during the 70th Cannes International Film Festival. The Goes to Cannes is a program that invites the largest festivals to present domestic films to the international film industry, films that do not yet have agents, distributors or set pr…
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Robin Wright, Isabelle Huppert, Yang Yang, Salma Hayek Pinault, Costa Gavras, and Diane Kruger on the bill of the 2017 Women In

Credit: Matt Doyle/Getty Images
Robin Wright, Isabelle Huppert, Yang Yang, Salma Hayek Pinault, Costa Gavras, and Diane Kruger are among the film figures who will share their experiences and viewpoints regarding the representation and contribution of women in Cinema during the Women in Motion Talks. Open to journalists and film professionals, the Talks will be webcasted live on Kering's Facebook page. This new edition will be launched on Thursday, 18 May 2017…
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Horror action spoof OFFICE UPRISING found distribution in the Market
Brian O'Shea, The Exchange CEO, announced today that horror action spoof OFFICE UPRISING found distribution in France to AB Droits Audiovisuels; Latin America to Swen Group International; Russia to Volga; Middle East to Selim Ramia, China to DDDream International Media and Thailand to SahaMongkol. "The combination of the commercial concept, high production value and the established stars is allowing us to make aggressive pre-sales of this genre bending movie," said O'Shea from...
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Norwegian Films in Cannes

**The Rules for Everything**

Dir: Kim Hiorthøy | Drama | 87 min

CONTACT: Motlys

A humorous and everyday surreal fable about a mother and a daughter who tries to find a way to live on after the great crisis has struck.

Read more MARKET SCREENING Sun, May 21 20:30 Olympia 5 ...
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The Creative Mind Group selects "Morning After" to screen in their Festival de Cannes’ Top Shorts Showcase

**Morning After**, a bold and playful drama about sexual fluidity is being showcased in the Creative Minds Shorts Block during the Festival de Cannes. Morning After directed by award-winning filmmaker Patricia Chica, written by Kristian Hodko and produced by Patricia Chica and Byron A. Martin has been selected to be a part of the 2017 Creative Minds - Festival de Cannes - Shorts Block. The Creative Mind Group, founded by Rob Ford, has curated a special pres...
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Excellent crime drama "Random Karma" in Cannes from Summer Hill Entertainment

Summer Hill Entertainment is proud to present... Ted Chalmers, President Summer Hill Entertainment

10645 N. Tatum Blvd., #200-130, Phoenix, AZ 85028 USA Main: +1-480-535-8711 Fax: +1-480-535-8712

Email: ted@summerhillfilms.com www.summerhillfilms.com/ ...
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Coming up at AMPAV- May 18/19

Day 2 in the Market

May 18th 2017  What a wonderful first day to kick-off the 70th edition of the Festival de Cannes. We...  

Day 1 in the Market

NEXT: The first VR cinema market place in the world is at NEXT (Palais -1 Aisle 14). It will take place during the first 5 days of the Marché (Wed. 17 to Sun. 21): you must first stop by the NEXT ticket office, open tomorrow morning, to book your VR screening (10am to 6pm). There are a variety of ways to experience VR at NEXT: you can watch a VR film alongside 30 other people in ou... 

The Red Carpet at Cannes

Hello From Cannes Late this afternoon as the tiny town exploded! As you see here is the begining of it all as tomorrow brings in the 70th Cannes Film Festival I am excited to be a part of it all and being able to be here before the festival and watching the town tranform into something truly splendid is a treat. So many great people I've already met and as the festival continues I am looking forward to bringing you more fun photos and facts Cheers from Cannes, Ro... 

Schwarzenegger is set to return to Cannes with the documentary Wonders of the Sea 3D

40 years after his iconic debut on the Croisette, Cannes Film Festival veteran Arnold Schwarzenegger is set to return with the striking documentary Wonders of the Sea 3D. Schwarzenegger alongside the film’s director and well known explorer and environmentalist Jean-Michel Cousteau will introduce Wonders of the Sea 3D at a special screening on Saturday 20th May at the Olympia 2. Joining Schwarzenegger and Cousteau will be fellow producer François Mantello and the ... 

Day 1 in the Market

NEXT: The first VR cinema market place in the world is at NEXT (Palais -1 Aisle 14). It will take place during the first 5 days of the Marché (Wed. 17 to Sun. 21): you must first stop by the NEXT ticket office, open
tomorrow morning, to book your VR screening (10am to 6pm). There are a variety of ways to experience VR at NEXT: you can watch a VR film alongside 30 other people in ou…
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Rising Star-winner Filip Berg at Cannes Film Festival

The actor Filip Berg was awarded Stockholm International Film Festival’s Rising Star 2016 for his performance in “A man called Ove”. Currently, Filip Berg is visiting Cannes Film Festival – take the chance to meet one of Sweden’s brightest Rising Stars. Filip Berg, born in 1986, had his breakthrough playing Sebbe in “Hip Hip Hora!” 2004. Filip won Rising Star 2016 for his part in “A man called Ove” in which he plays …
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You Got A problem by Charles Mandracchia selected in Animaze Daze in Cannes

Uncle Louie and his Italian-American Paisanos solve a problem that the Pizza man is having with a bunch of kids from a Brooklyn neighborhood. You got a problem, no problem...just call uncle Louie. He'll take care of it! No Problem! Contact Charles Mandracchia | Phone: +1 917-805-8347 | Watch the screener https://vimeo.com/216335729 | password: filmfestivals …
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To Be Continued …in Cannes! Screening and meeting invite around Latvian doc selected at Vilnius Goes to Cannes

To be continued! A documentary by Ivars Seleksis …
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Make Cannes the right place, the right time and with the right contacts - SAVE with FEST21 thru May 18
May 17, 2017 | International Film Finance Forum | View as webpage

Making movies are all about being at the right place, at the right time and knowing the right contacts. So why not increase your chances by joining us on Friday, May 19? Learn from and meet with the experts who can finance, produce, buy or sell your films &n...
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Sky and HBO will produce Sorrentino's new series The New Pope,

Sky and HBO will produce The New Pope, a new series created and directed by Paolo Sorrentino, (who also did The Young Pope). The screenplay is being written by Sorrentino and Umberto Contarello. Shooting should take place late 2018. The New Pope will be produced by Lorenzo Mieli and Mario Gianani for Wildside, in co-production with Mediapro. FremantleMedia International will handle international distribution. ...
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T.J. Miller Flying high, then low promoting The Emoji Movie in Cannes

Tony Manne my friend at Sony, reminded me of our past gigs in Cannes with Sly and Arnold: a plane dragging a warm "welcome to Cannes Sly" banner. And the inflatable Last Action Heroe on a barge facing the Carlton. That gave us front cover of any daily in the world. ...
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Producing films with France / Produire avec la France - 05/22/2017 - Cannes

Program / Programme

Learn how to coproduce with France CNC presents coproduction mechanisms and funding. Case study with Marianne Slot, producer of A gentle creature by Serguei Loznitsa Pourquoi et comment coproduire avec la France ? Le CNC présente les mécanismes et les fonds de coproduction. Etude de cas avec l'intervention de Marianne Slot, productrice de Une femme douce de Se…
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PROA at the 70th edition of Cannes Film Festival

16.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes 2017, the events of the 70th edition
May 17th will mark the beginning of not only the screenings, but of 12 days of celebration! Here are the
events that will take place throughout this 70th edition. From the Opening Ceremony to the awards ceremony
on Sunday, May 18th, both emceed by Monica Bellucci, the Festival will celebrate its 70th edition by initiating
brand new tailor-made events and inviting numerous stars and personalities.  
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Hungarian National Film Fund in Cannes at Int’l Village #137

Hungarian National Film Fund at Int’l Village #137 Agnes HAVAS | CEO | havas.agnes@filmalap.hu Csaba BERECZKI | Int’l Director | bereczki.csaba@filmalap.hu Marta BÉNYEI | Festival Manager | marta.benyei@filmalap.hu Csaba PAPP | PR Manager | papp.csaba@filmalap.hu

HNFF World Sales at Riviera E16 Klaudia ANDROSOVITS | Sales Manager | klaudia.androsovits@filmalap.hu JUPITER’S MOON by Korn…
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FICA VESOUL @ Cannes 70
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Meet our friends from Tallinn in Cannes

...  
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Films from The Little Film Company in Cannes

This year, The Little Film Company will be in a new location at 42/43 La Croisette in the Relais de la Reine,
Apartment C42. Below are the screening times of the four films showing in the market this year. To schedule a
meeting, please email robbie@thelittlefilmcompany.com. WORLD PREMIERE CANNES Friday May 19, Palais H, 9:30am When Carrie accepts an invitation from Vincent to spend a long weekend at his…
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IM Global Founder and CEO Stuart Ford confirmed biggest ever Cannes Salte

IM Global Cannes Slate Includes Johnny Depp, Matthew McConaughey, Oliver Stone, Brian De Palma, Anne Hathaway, Keanu Reeves, Viggo Mortensen, Michael Caine, Ewan McGregor And….Vladimir Putin One of the industry’s premier feature film financing and production companies will launch sales on two new productions of its own - Johnny Depp comedy drama RICHARD SAYS GOODBYE and Viggo Mortensen thriller UNABOMB, based on the real-life FBI hunt for the "Unabomber killer" in…
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Greetings from Tromaville...And Congrats to Le Festival de Cannes on its 70th Year!
Lloyd Kaufman, President of Troma Entertainment and creator of The Toxic Avenger, and The Troma Team have released their preliminary schedule of events set to occur at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival. The 43 year old iconic independent film company will be presenting the World Premiere of Lloyd Kaufman's best and latest film, Return to Return to Nuke 'Em High AKA Vol.2, as well as "giving back" to the good Citizens of Cannes Troma's unmatched, unique parades, politi…
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19th May - China Co-Production Day: panels and meetings

Chinese and European professionals will discuss the new growth of Chinese arthouse cinema and the opportunities this brings to the collaboration between the two industries. On the 19th May, as part of the China Co-Production Day, the CNC, the Marché du Film and Bridging the Dragon will organize a panel focusing on the new growth of Chinese arthouse cinema and its impact on the collaboration with Europe. Among the …
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Moscow launches its Film Commission in Cannes

Moscow launches its Film Commission in Cannes…
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Upside Distribution boards a doc duo selected in Cannes 2017

Upside Distribution has board 2 films selected in Cannes: DEMONS IN PARADISE by Jude Ratnam (1st feature film eligible to the Caméra d’Or and L’œil d’Or) - Special Screening of the Official Selection THE BELGIAN ROAD TO CANNES by Henri de Gerlache, celebrating the 70th Anniversary of the Festival and presented in Cannes Classics DEMONS IN PARADISE is the result of a 10 year-work. For the first time, a Tamil documentary filmmaker liv…
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Don't miss the Ribbon cutting at AMPAV with Brittany Snow - Sunday, May 21 at 10

...
AMPAV Announces Programming at Cannes 2017

Special Guests Include: Spike Lee, Wim Wenders, John Cameron Mitchell, Eugene Jarecki, Christine Vachon, Karen Allen, Greg Kinnear, Brittany Snow and many more. Acclaimed actors, filmmakers, movie executives, and journalists will be among those featured during the upcoming “Industry In Focus” Series and “In Conversation” programmi...

Rise and Shine World Sales in Cannes

Premiere of “Timere” from Xapax Films

Xapax Films takes great pleasure in inviting you to the private premiere of “Timere”! At The Cannes Film Festival - the 25 of may at 4pm - Palais F  In your opinion, what would be the worst way to die? That’s exactly the question asked in « Timere ». This 15 minutes thriller tackles Man’s primal fears, and plunges the viewer into an oppressive atmosphere. Like the TV series « Black mirror », « Ti...

Indigenous film in Cannes

TWO WAPIKONI MOBILE SHORTS AT THE FESTIVAL DE CANNES NACIMIENTOS (PANAMA) AND INUK HUNTER (NUNAVIK) First-time filmmakers whose work makes it to Cannes are rarer than rare. Indigenous film at the prestigious Festival de Cannes are even more unusual. But the stars suddenly aligned in 2017 and two shorts directed by budding Indigenous filmmakers will be part of the Cannes Film Market. Wapikoni Mobile, a non-profit First Nations organization founded in Quebec in 2004 whose activities span mul...

From Extremadura Cannes Lines Up - Cinema from Spain
Dutch Features completes Cannes lineup with UK thriller SUNSET CONTRACT

Sales agent Dutch Features Global Entertainment has picked up Marc Conen’s feature debut SUNSET CONTRACT ahead of the Cannes Film Festival. In this modern folktale, social media CEO Brad (Peter Nicholas) meets the Devil herself in his beautiful new beach villa. She confronts him with a contract he can’t remember agreeing to. Deadline: sunset.

SHOCK WAVE by Universe Films at Cannes

Film Info: Producer: Andy Lau (Firestorm) Director: Herman Yau (Ip Man- The Final Fight) Screenplay by: Herman Yau, Erica LI (Ip Man- The Final Fight) Action Choreographer: Dion Lam (Infernal Affairs, Kung Fu Jungle) Starring: Andy Lau (Infernal Affairs, Warlords, The Great Wall), Jiang Wu (A Touch Of Sin, Monster Hunt), Philip Keung (Firestorm, Trivisa) , Song Jia (The Bodyguard) Genre: Modern Action Release date: 20 April 2017 Production budget: USD22million

First Law in Cannes from Aura Films

First Law Twin brothers and a war of interests. One lives and defends the culture in which he was born and the other, raised in USA, returns to execute the plan of a Corporation. His luxurious life , the company of beautiful women and the distance of the languages, will not be enough to prevent the reaction of their ancestral depth to the extreme violence unleashed in their lands. Directed by Diego Rafecas Starring Armand Assante | Adriana Barraza | Juan P...

The Doc Corner Presentation: Docs-In-Progress, Workshops, Video Library & Doc Day May 23 (also Animation Day)
3 DOCS-IN-PROGRESS SHOWCASES Advanced signing up required (doccorner@festival-cannes.fr), with priority to sales agents, financiers and festivals. DOC CORNER SHOWCASE Sunday May 21, 11:30-13:30, Doc Corner Screening Room FULL LIST OF PROJECTS - CLICK HERE DANISH DOCUMENTARY SHOWCASE …
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Incarnation in Cannes from Jinga Films

INCARNATION at 11:30am on Sunday, May 21st - Palais H. Imagine a hit squad are out to kill you, but each time they succeed you get a chance to come back and try a different escape plan. That’s the premise of Filip Kovacevic’s INCARNATION, an action thriller about an amnesiac hunted through a time loop by masked assassins, and each time he experiences re-incarnation, he gets closer to unravel the mystery surrounding the phenomena. INCARNATION - TRAILER...
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(aguirre) an anti documentary available in Cannes

(aguirre): available for sale and distribution .............................................................. It’s not a documentary. It’s an anti-documentary edited randomly, with a provocative, different, and fun twist. Just like this Spanish filmmake…
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AAA Entertainment Cannes 2017 Lineup

AAA Entertainment Cannes 2017 Lineup

www.acteursauteursassocies.com ...
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Ready for Zombiology:from Young Live Entertainment

-Visit Young Live at Riviera E13-05 (HK Pavilion)- Zombiology: Enjoy Yourself Tonight (今晚打喪屍)...
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Meet and Greet your ACC Partners and Arab Cinema Friends

mk2 films acquires Worldwide rights to Agnès Varda & Jacques Demy film collections

Cannes Digital Brings Tech Love at Cannes Film Festival!

Founded in 2015, CANNES DIGITAL takes place during Cannes Film Festival. It has helped guide filmmakers and the tech community come together. Every year creating fun networking events, informative panels and workshops that help creators get into action! This year’s agenda includes our amazing cocktail du Merveilleux (May 20th at 17:00 at the St. Petersburg Clearwater Film Commission Pavilion - Village Pantiero #204), a panel focusing on AR and VR led by Julien M...

E VOL: New romantic drama Adler & Associates Entertainment
EVOL  A fresh new romantic drama starring Matthew Lawrence (Boy Meets World) and Aynsley Bubbico (Greek, Hart of Dixie) Official Selection, SOHO International Film Festival …
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Iran ArtHouse Film Line Up 2017

in Cannes from May 17 to 25 Palais 01. Booth 22.04 Please find below the short summary about our Rights Available production ( Feature fiction line up 2015/2016 and our line up 2017 ). Based in Toronto - Canada, Iran ArtHouse Film is a world sales and festival distribution company devoted to bringing quality feature films ( fiction and documentaries ) to the international market. Please visit our website for more informa…
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DJANGO LIVES by Christian Alvart, starts sales in Cannes with Myriad Pictures

DJANGO LIVES by Christian Alvart, starts sales in Cannes with Myriad Pictures
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Cannes 2017, St. Petersburg Clearwater Film Commission Pavilion Events and More!

Check out the website here International Village Pantiero #204
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Latin American Genre Talents @ Blood Window Galas from May 19 to 22
The Preperations are coming together in Cannes

Hello From Cannes! As the excitement grows here is what it is happening now here. In just a few days it will look just fabulous! As more and more people arrive the streets and stores and restaurants become busier and busier! Stay tuned. Cheers from Cannes, Robin ...

47 buyers and 72 media confirmed for Animation Day in Cannes

Registrations to Animation Day in Cannes soaring over last year Save the date may 23 and come and visit us at our event location in Grand Hotel Gardens. Panels from 10, Discover the Animation that Matter Awards at the awards ceremony at 12.00 and if you are a buyer you are welcome to attend the Animation Day in Cannes Discoveries screening at 1.30 Palais B (may23). At this moment we have 47 buyers registered and 72 with media registered to join us in our celebrati...

Ones to Watch Market Premieres in Cannes

Dear film buyers we are happy to invite to our market introductions of the Ones to Watch from Filmfestivals.com with two films from Iran and a film from Romania and one from Japan. Last save the date for the Animation Day in Cannes Discoveries May 23 Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR Buyers are cordially invited to the Market PREMIERE in Cannes of Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR 24 Mai / Palais B / 9h30 Iran 2017 90 minutes&nbs...

FAERIE MEDIA world premiere of THE CURSE OF DA LINZER animation 9 Minute dark comedy short
FAERIE MEDIA World Premiere of THE CURSE OF DA LINZER at Animation Day May 23 animation 9 Minute dark comedy short. View teaser. Contact: kristine@faeriemedia.com Request your screener! The Curse of Da Linzer infuses a Dada aesthetic throughout this vivid story of two selfish children who experience a dark twist of fate as a result of arguing over a Linzer cookie. It transports the viewer into a dreamscape that includes a steam-punk confectioner's shop in a giant gu...

14.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

The Exchange acquired international sales rights of horror-comedy feature TRAGEDY GIRLS

Brian O'Shea, The Exchange C.E.O., announced today that The Exchange acquired international sales rights of horror-comedy feature TRAGEDY GIRLS, which world premiered at the 2017 SXSW festival. The Exchange will be introducing and screening TRAGEDY GIRLS to international buyers at the upcoming 2017 Cannes Marché, May 17-26. CAA is handling domestic rights; a US deal will be announced shortly. Currently, TRAGEDY GIRLS has a 100% tomatometer score on Rotten To...

14.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Dutch Films in Cannes

Sergei Loznitsa's A Gentle Creature has been sele...

14.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

One Cool Pictures Line-up @ Cannes 2017

Protagonist Pictures and mk2 films have come on board to jointly handle worldwide sales on the Un Certain Regard 2017 Official S

14.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Protagonist Pictures and mk2 films have come on board to jointly handle worldwide sales on the Un Certain Regard 2017 Official Selection April's Daughter (Las Hijas de Abril), from Cannes award winning writer /
director Michel Franco (Chronic, After Lucia, Daniel and Ana) and executive producer Tim Roth, it was announced today by Protagonist Pictures CEO Mike Goodridge and Juliette Schrameck, Managing Director of mk2 films. The Spanish language feature from Mexico is Franco’s fourth …

Blood Window Galas line-up @ Marché du Film 2017

Before We Vanish (Representing only Asia) Directed by Kiyoshi Kurosawa Starring: Masami Nagasawa, Ryuhei Matsuda, Hiroki Hasegawa ★Official Screening★ 21st May 11:00- @ Debussy 21st May 16:30- @ Debuss…

"Light Up" unusual satire on contemporary Russian reality


ASURA GIRL from NEGA Co. screening in Cannes
NEGA, a Japanese film production and distribution company that exclusively sells films directed by Shutaro Oku, the director dubbed as the “Japanese Quentin Tarantino”. We wanted to inform you about Oku’s latest film Asura Girl. This is the latest film of Blood series (Production I.G.), which was considered to have influenced Kill Bill. The market screening will take place at Palais D from 8pm on 5/22. This movie is starred by two top Japanese act...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Programme: Buyer Seller Meet during FESTIVAL de CANNES 2017

Federation of Indian chambers of commerce & industry (FICCI) jointly with Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India with support from Service Export Promotion Council (SEPC) is organizing a Buyer Seller meet, being held during May 18 - 22, 2017 at J W Marriott, Cannes, France. The FICCI buyer seller meet during Festival de Cannes 2017 is being organized with the following objectives: To provide a platf...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Two Sørfond films in Cannes - support for another eight

The Norwegian international co-production fund greenlights five features and three documentaries from 51 applications. Norway’s Sørfond - an international co-production fund administered by the Norwegian Film Institute with the Films from the South Foundation on Norwegian state funding - has during the last seven years supported 41 projects, and two of ...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

TONIGHT SHE COMES, a multi award winning, horror by Matt Stuertz,

TONIGHT SHE COMES, a multi award winning, horror by Matt Stuertz, about a group of teenagers whose search for a missing girl leads them to a cabin in the woods inhabited by an insane family of red necks. TONIGHT SHE COMES - TRAILER Compared by critics with Eli Roth’s Cabin Fever and Wes Craven’s The Hills Have Eyes, TONIGHT SHE COMES has taken the genre festival circuit by storm, winning Best Film at Eer...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Protagonist Pictures Announces PARAMOUR with Kristin Scott Thomas
Academy Award nominee and BAFTA Award winner Kristin Scott Thomas (The English Patient, Darkest Hour, I've Loved You So Long) is set to star in Paramour, a thrilling story of seduction and extortion, from director Alexandra-Therese Keining (Girls Lost, Kiss Me), it was announced today by Protagonist Pictures CEO Mike Goodridge. The film is inspired by the true story of the BMW Heiress Susanne Klatten, both blessed and cursed by her family’s heritage and wealth. She is a po...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Toby Kebbell to play twin brothers in sci-fi 'Extrasensory'

Toby Kebbell has been cast as twin brothers in sci-fi film Extrasensory from Genesius Pictures. Lesley Manning directs from an original screenplay by Bafta-winning writer Stephen Volk. The duo worked together on Ghostwatch, the infamous drama-mockumentary presented by Michael Parkinson that received over 30,000 complaints when it aired on BBC1 in 1992. Kebbell plays twin brot...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Epic Pictures Picks Up Robert Patrick’s Terminating Tour De Force ‘Last Rampage’:

Epic Pictures Releasing has acquired North American rights to Dwight Little’s true-crime thriller Last Rampage, which stars Robert Patrick, Heather Graham and Bruce Davison. Epic is releasing the film wide on September 22. Patrick is one of those actors who, like Gary Oldman, completely immerses himself into a role, no matter its size. In Last Rampage, he has a tour-de-force turn on the big screen in a true story portrayi...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Red Sands: In the tradition of "Mad Max Fury Road" and "Kill Bill"

RED SANDS Action Start Date: October 27, 2017 Budget: $ 15 Mil US Currently in Casting In the tradition of "Mad Max Fury Road" and "Kill Bill" comes a story of a vengeful Woman and a French Foreign Legion as they embark on a journey to find the seven men responsible for killing their family as they navigate the remaining nuclear wastelands fending of gangs and vigilantes. Nico...

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Ultimate Justice Screening in Cannes Film Festival
Films from Argentina in Cannes

Un certain regard LA CORDILLERA [The Summit] Santiago Mitre At a summit for Latin American presidentes in Chile, where the region’s geopolitical strategies and alliances are in discussion, Argentine president Hernán Blanco endures a political and family drama that will force him to face his own demons. He will have to come to two decisions that could change the course of his public and private life forever: one regarding a complicated emotional situation with his daughter,…

Panel discussion on Arthouse cinema in China

Moderated by Patrick FRATER (Variety) With contributions from: Ruijun LI (Director of Wa…

DJANGO LIVES! - NEW Myriad Pictures announcement

Octavia Spencer to join Jim Parsons and Claire Danes in A KID LIKE JAKE

That’s Wonderful Productions announced today that Academy Award winner Octavia Spencer will join Jim Parsons and Claire Danes in the drama A Kid Like Jake. Priyanka Chopra, National Board of Review Award Winner Ann Dowd and Michaela Watkins are in negotiations to join the film as well. Based on Daniel Pearle’s celebrated Lincoln Center play, A Kid Like Jake was adapted for the big screen by Daniel Pearle and will be directed by Silas Howard, an award-winning fe…

NEXT Program in Cannes 2017 - Your VR Fix

NEXT will transform this year in the first VR market in the world. It will take place during the first 5 days of the Marché du Film: Wednesday May 17-Sunday May 21. A full program of VR screenings, conferences, workshops and masterclasses will be presented. The NEXT space will be composed of a NEXT Conference Room, a NEXT Theatre, a NEXT VR Video Library and a whole space dedicated to exhibitors with booths and meeting tables. The NEXT visitors will have the choice to experiment among …
Film Festivals Directors Annual Wine Tasting Party in Cannes

Filmfestivals.com: Bruno Chatelin, Animaze Festival; Laurie Gordon and The Estonian Film Institute request the pleasure of your company at our Annual Film Festivals Directors Wine Tasting Party in Cannes. May 24, 2017 5-7pm at Estonian Pavilion Village International. You are cordially invited to reconnect and network at the Annual Festival Organizers Wine Tasting reception. Filmfestivals.com has established this fun networking event 10 years ago and has enjoyed the company of s...

Letting you know about a film that inspires hope, a standing ovation & sold-out audiences

I’d like to take a moment to tell you about a personal favorite of mine, The World Is My Country, a special film that just had its World Premiere - and got a sold-out audience, standing ovation and practically all “excellent” ratings. Please take a look at this 3 minute clip: Bruno Chatelin The film, by director Arthur Kanegis, best known for his Paul Newman/Haskell Wexler doc War Without Winners, began garnering awards and audience acclaim even before its …

OFFENSIVE takes Gold at WorldFest Houston last month !

Powerful feature film by Director Jon Ford (The Dead, US Number 1 for 2 consecutive weeks 2012 ; The Dead 2 India). Starring Lisa Eichhorn (nominated for 2 Golden Globes and BAFTA Best Actress Award) and Russell Floyd. World rights available. Screener link available on request. Book a meeting with the producers Anne Davaud and Jon Ford in Cannes may 18 - 20 Trailer : OFFENSIVE TRAILER Website : www.offensive-the-movie.com …

May 21st 2017 SAVE THE DATE for a better world….forum

Finnish Film Affair alumni in Cannes

The Happiest Day in the Life of Olli Mäki by Juho Kuosmanen You will be able to spot and watch several FFA alumni films at Marché du Film this year. We are proud to share some of them here with you: Tom of
Finland by Dome Karukoski that had its international premieres in Göteborg and Tribeca (sales by Protagonist Pictures), The Happiest Day in the Life of Olli Mäki by Juho … 12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

UNITED IN DIVERSITY - The first 30 years of the European Film Academy and the European Film Awards

Upon invitation by the Creative Europe MEDIA Sub-Programme of the EU, the European Film Academy will hold a presentation with EFA Chairwoman Agnieszka Holland in Cannes Sunday, 21 May at 17.30 hrs UNITED IN DIVERSITY - The first 30 years of the European Film Academy and the European Film Awards @ Creative Europe MEDIA stand, International Village, European Pavilion 121 (Cannes) … 12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Focus on Indywood Film Carnival

The concept of Indywood was developed to bridge the gap between the Indian and International film market and open new avenues for international trade and investments to promote Indian cinema and tourism globally and thereby benefitting our film industry both financially and qualitatively. To take the vision of ‘Indywood’ forward and integrate the Indian Movie Industry under a single umbrella, Indywood Film Carnival, the world’s ultimate film and trade extravaganza, was conce… 12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

SDP new titles in Cannes

Location: PALAIS -1 Stand 23.01(Japan Booth) Goodbye, Grandpa! ※first feature film Drama, Black Comedy | 100 min | Japan | 2017 | director. Yukihiro Morigaki CAST 岸ゆきの Yukino Kishii 岩松了 Ryo Iwamatsu 光石研 Ken Mitsubishi 水野美紀 Miki Mizuno 美保純 Jun Miho ”21st Century version of Juzo Itami's The Funeral” Summer, Yoshiko receive… 12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Comedy Films from Summer Hill Entertainment
Aurafilms introduces THE CORRAL by Sebastián Caulier at Marché du Film

The Corral Two anti-social teenagers, resentful against classmates and teachers, intend to cause commotion at their school making a series of anonymous acts of vandalism. Day after day, the game loses its naive side and the two guys will be immersed in a dangerous spiral of violence that seems to have no limits. Directed by Sebastián Caulier Starring Patricio Penna | Felipe Ranusio Mora Drama Argentina Year 2017 83 min

Changes in NFB Distribution Team

NFB has recently made some minor changes in the composition of its sales management team. As of April 21, 2017, our Head of Distribution and Market Development, Mr. Lorne Price, has left the NFB following more than thirteen years of loyal service. Due to the current economic climate and falling licence fees for niche documentaries, Mr. Price will not be replaced. His duties will be assumed by branch director, Mr. James Roberts. The other members of the sales team, Mr. Louis-Charles M...

Focus on NEXT Palais des Festivals, Level -1, Aisle 14 May 17 - 21, from 9:00 to 18:30

NEXT is the place for innovation at the Marché du Film, with a strong focus this year on Virtual Reality. The activities of NEXT will enable participants to discover new and innovative technologies with VR experiences at booths, market screenings, a VR library and multiple conferences. NEXT will take place during the first 5 days of the Marché du Film (Wednesday May 17 - Sunday May 21). Don't miss out on the first VR market place in the world with an exciting line-up...

Focus on Doc Corner Riviera H8 May 17 - 26, from 9:00 to 18:30

To all documentary film professionals getting ready for Cannes: the Doc Corner has put the finishing touches on its 2017 program and is now yours to seize. With a diverse range of activities and events this dynamic program will help you make the most out of your market. Above all, make sure you have noted down the capstone of all documentary events in C...
In an evolving world of organized crime, Johnny is a reliable prodigy looking to keep his boss Vincent on top of the food chain. In order to do so, Johnny utilizes Ross and Gill, Vincent’s muscle, to keep wannabe drug kingpin Stefan from undermining Vincent’s Empire. Meanwhile on the bottom of the mob hierarchy, twenty something druggie Jake attempts to fix his mistakes in the hopes of picking up with his girlfriend Tiff and escaping Johnny’s growing shadow over them....

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Mongol Films in Cannes

Palais 24.11

“Ten Soldiers of Genghis Khan” trailer “Double Crossed” trailer “Norjmaa” trailer “Sodura” trailer “The Last Princess of Royal Blood” trailer “Yellow Colt” trailer ...

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Game of Thrones’ actress Tara Fitzgerald attached to female driven film “Deirdre of the Sorrows”.

“Deirdre” by British female director Jo Southwell is a tale inspired by Irish folklore. Actress Tara Fitzgerald is attached to the feature adaptation. Henley based production company Aston Productions is proud to announce that their latest award-winning short film “Deirdre”, written and directed by J...

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

WowNow Entertainment in Cannes

AMPAV at Cannes 2017- 29 YEARS/29 FACTS
29 FACTS YOU MIGHT NOT KNOW ABOUT THE AMERICAN PAVILION (AmPav) FOR OUR 29th YEAR AT CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 2017.

- Julie Sisk (AmPav Director) was in high school when she started The American Pavilion.
- In year one, AmPav kept all the bar/restaurant money in the bottom of the Xerox machine.
- In its first year in Cannes, AmPav rented journalists electric typewriters.
- For many years the stage in the Conference Center was made up of cases of beer, so the stage would begin...

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Catherine does Cannes Film Festival

... 

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Catalan films in Cannes

OTHER EVENTS ... 

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Your Survival Guide to Cannes

As your source for everything Cannes, we're sharing our best tips for making the most of your time at the Festival! It's not too late to join us and enjoy The American Pavilion's exclusive member benefits! Hurry! Pre-Registration ends soon! ... 

12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

ABDUCTION From the Producers of “300” and “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the shadows”...
ABDUCTION aka Devil's Gate

GENRE: Action, Thriller
DIRECTOR: Clay Staub
PRODUCERS: Scott Mednick, Valérie d'Auteuil
CAST: Milo Ventimiglia (This is Us, Heroes), Shawn Ashmore (X-Men), Amanda Schull (12 Monkeys), Jonathan Frakes (Star Trek)

SYNOPSIS: Set in the small town of Devil's Gate, North Dakota, the film examines the disappearance of a local woman (Regan) and her young son. Schull plays an FBI agent who helps the...
FREDDY/EDDY, an award winning psycho thriller by first time female director Tini Tuellmann. Starring Felix Schafer (Traumfrauen), Jessica Schwarz (Perfume) and Burghart Klaussner (The White Ribbon), FREDDY/EDDY follows an artist accused of beating his wife, who discovers that his twin brother, who supposedly died at birth, has now re-appeared and is intent on destroying his life.  ... 

11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Canadian Films

It's going to be a BIG week. Discover which Canadian films will be at Cannes HERE. > Festival > Perspective Canada (Market screenings) > Not Short on Talent (curated program at the Short Film Corner) Learn more about the films and consult the screening schedule. La semaine sera chargée. Découvre...

11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

SELLING ISOBEL from FAIRWAY FILM ALLIANCE

FAIRWAY FILM ALLIANCE is proud to announce a special last minute addition to our lineup... SELLING ISOBEL The harrowing true life thriller wrapped in the seedy dangerous world of sex trafficking, "Selling Isobel" makes its world market premiere at Cannes. The film stars former model Frida Farrell, the actual victim of the crime. "Selling Isobel" stars Frida Farrell (Contract Killers, Behind Your Eyes, Dirty De...

11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

LAMBORGHINI from AMBI Distribution

We are excited to announce that the world's most famous car rivalry is coming to the big screen! Golden Globe Nominee® Antonio Banderas will star as Ferruccio Lamborghini and Academy Award Nominee® Alec Baldwin will star as Enzo Ferrari in this much anticipated bio-pic. ...

11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Film Works Istanbul in Cannes Marche Du Film 2017 -

PALAIS 21.08 in CANNES &n...
PARALLAX Films in Cannes

PARALLAX Films will be handling the international sales for the following titles at Cannes 2017. For setting up meetings, please contact: xujiahan@parallaxchina.com + 33 (0) 789 95 75 85

Mr. No Problem
「不成问题的问题」 Director: MEI Feng 144 min / CHINA Best Artistic Contribution, the 29th Tokyo International Film Festival Best Adapted ...

Match Point in Cannes

Match Point

Berlinale goes to Cannes? World Cinema Fund, Berlinale Talents Alumni, and a Berlinale Shorts Winner in Cannes

A Strong Showing in Cannes: the Berlinale’s World Cinema Fund, Berlinale Talents Alumni, and a Berlinale Shorts Winner Four films supported by the Berlinale’s World Cinema Fund (WCF) have been invited to participate in the programme of the Cannes Film Festival. Director Mahdi Fleifel, who won the Silver Bear Jury Prize (Short Film) in 2016 for A Man Returned from the Berlinale Shorts section, is also presenting his new work: A Drowning Man. In addition, a total of 40 Berl...

Planeta Inform at Marche

Planeta Inform Promo Reel new material on The Coma, Prince Oleg and The Scythian.

To kill God & A thousand things I would do for you in CANNES!

To kill God & A thousand things I would do for you in CANNES!

The International Emerging Film Talent Association (IEFTA) returns to Cannes with 4 initiatives
The International Emerging Film Talent Association (IEFTA) Presents, with the Marché Du Film, its Second Annual Doc Corner Event Focusing on the Enduring Plight of Refugees and Migrants. & Brings Filmmakers from Bangladesh, Mongolia & UK To Participate in The Producers Network & Workshop of the Marché Du Film At The 70th Cannes Film Festival  The International Emerging Film Talent Association (IEFTA) returns for this year’s 70th Cannes Film Festival (17-2...  

11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Showbox final line up at Cannes 2017

11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Documentary about Tupac Shakur, directed by academy award winner Steve McQueen

The film, sanctioned By the hip-hop icon’s estate, will be Produced by White Horse Pictures, Jayson Jackson And Amaru Entertainment  Shakur Estate trustee Tom Whalley and Amaru Entertainment, the company created by Afeni Shakur to release her son’s posthumous projects, announced today that Nigel Sinclair’s White Horse Pictures and Jayson Jackson will team up to produce a fully authorized documentary with Amaru on the life of acclaimed hip-hop artist, writ...  

09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Blade Running…still running but not to Cannes

09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Rija Films in Cannes

singing Hugo part of Animation Day in Cannes  Rija Films will be pleased to meet you at Cannes film festival 2017! ...  

09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
AMBI's Newest Promos!

May 16th • 3:30 PM, 4:30 PM, & 5:30 PM • Gray 2 Come screen our newest promos and never before seen footage from some of our latest titles, currently in post-production!

Iron Sky The Coming Race - Official Teaser Trailer NOT in Cannes …but here they come back for you!

Eyeing February 2018 release date, the science fiction actioner Iron Sky The Coming Race comes out with a brand new teaser trailer, released online today. The teaser, promoting the Scandinavian Premiere 14th February 2018 of the long-awaited sequel to the worldwide hit Iron Sky (2012), promises science fiction action, a peek inside the Hollow Earth - and Adolf Hitler riding a T-Rex! Iron Sky The Coming Race is a science fiction action film produced with the budget of 17 million €, maki...

Women in Motion promotion efforts by UniFrance and Kering

Isabelle Giordano (UniFrance) by Vittorio Zunino Celotto - Getty Images

KERING AND UNIFRANCE JOIN FORCES TO STRENGTHEN THE IMPACT OF WOMEN IN MOTION THROUGHOUT THE WORLD The new two-year partnership between Kering and UniFrance is designed to ramp up the impact of Women in Motion by integrating the programme into various international film events throughout the year. With Women in Motion getting ready for its third successiv...

Another Beautiful Day in Cannes sightseeing

Happy day in Cannes! This fabulous view came with many steps to see it! It was a wonderful day with miles walked. You truly do not want to miss a thing here! Cheers, Robin ...

Hollywood Dirt, a new feature film based on the best selling novel currently in production
Horror Films at Marché du Film from aurafilms

Olleros 3200 • CABA • Argentina +54(11) 4551.3104 / 4552.3664 aurafilms.com.ar | Contact Download pdf catalog

5 AM It's 6 pm. The bells of the Cathedral chiming six times. Mercedes is undergoing a deep depression... she is obsessed with coming up to the attic of her house. That place hides a mystery. Elsewhere, four friends receive a call from Adrian, a friend...

Unusual satire on contemporary Russian reality - "Light Up" from Indievision

INDIE VISION IN CANNES 17-25 May: Marche du Film, Roskino Booth, Lerins M9

New SXSW thriller 2 PIGEONS from Tricoast Worldwide

Route One Entertainment Developing Martin Limon TV Series

Route One Entertainment has secured the option for all media rights to the George Sueño and Ernie Bascom book series from acclaimed best-selling Mexican-American author Martin Limon for development as a TV series, announced Route One CEO Russell Levine who will serve as an Executive Producer on the series. The series
contains 11 investigative crime novels and a collection of award winning short stories that take place in and around the US Army base in Seoul, South Korea in the 19...  
09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Jeff Bridges and Diane Lane to Star in Untitled Reed Morano Project for EMJAG Productions and Bankside Films

Bankside Films announced today that Academy Award winner Jeff Bridges and Academy Award nominee Diane Lane will star in the Untitled Project (formerly known as First Chair), to be directed by Reed Morano, who is currently receiving rave reviews for her work as the Director / EP of the pilot and episodes 2 & 3 of The Handmaid’s Tale for Hulu. Script was written by Academy Award nominee Stuart Blumberg (The Kids Are All Right). Film marks the first film developed by Bankside …  
09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Kosovo Cinematography Center at Cannes International Film Festival 2017

Kosovo Cinematography Center together with Albanian National Center of Cinematography will be present at International Village Pantiero no. 212 from 17-26 May 2017. In the last five years, Kosovo’s film industry has had a transcendental development. During these years Kosovo Cinematography Center has supported approximately 100 films in different categories and has had numerous collaborations with many other countries. Our film industry has had enormous achievements wit…  
09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Russian World Vision in Cannes with About Love 2 starring JOHN MALKOVICH

PANFILOV’S TWENTY EIGHT Action / War, 122 min., Russia, 2016 Based on real events USSR, Late November, 1941. Based on the account by reporter Vasiliy Koroteev that appeared in the Red Army’s newspaper, Krasnaya Zvezda, shortly after the battle, this l…  
09.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

List your animation in the catalog of Animation in Cannes with a waiver code

English Version | French Version
WWW.ANIMATIONDAYINCANNES.COM www.filmfestivals.com/blog/animation_day_in_cannes
#animationdayincannes @animationdayinc Facebook Dear colleagues and friends of Animation. I hope you are getting ready for Cannes. I would be very happy to contribute and suggest a free option to boost your animation titles. Be featured in the online catalog of animation ti…  
08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Loveology Films in Cannes

NIKKATSU Corporation Line Up in Cannes
NIKKATSU Corporation, Japan is the oldest Japanese film production in Japan selling various genres of movies such as feature films including action, horror, drama, fantasy, documentary, animation and eros, TV contents such as horror and animal drama series. 6,000 titles library with works of Japanese legendary film masters such as Seijun Suzuki, Shohei Imamura, Takashi Miike, Hideo Nakata and Sion Sono. NIKKATSU Corporation will introduce “Before We Vanish” by Kiyoshi K…
08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Co-production with Ukraine - Toy Cinema at Cannes 2017

Toy Cinema and Toy Pictures are production companies ba…
08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Lotte Entertainment lineup @ Cannes 2017

2017 CANNES LINEUP RIVIERA 11 NEW & UPCOMING ROOM NO. 7 STARRING D.O. OF EXO / PROMO AVAILABLE AT BOOTH …
08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Screen Media final lineup in Cannes 2017

Riviera: G21 …
08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Young Live Ent Line up in Cannes

Marché du Film from 17 to 24 May, 2017 booth at Riviera E13-05 (HK Pavilion). Zombiology: Enjoy Yourself Tonight (今晚打喪屍) in Post Production " Official selection of Neuchâtel International Fantastic Film Festival 2017 in Switzerland, in competition " Official selection of …
08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Wanda Media - Cannes 2017 Lineup & Meeting Request

08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

The Little Film Company - Line up in Cannes
In Cannes this year, The Little Film Company will be in a new location at 42/43 La Croisette in the Relais de la Reine, Apartment C42. Below are the screening times of the four films showing in the market this year. To schedule a meeting, please email robbie@thelittlefilmcompany.com. WORLD PREMIERE CANNES Friday May 19, Palais H, 9:30am When Carrie accepts an invitation from Vincent to spend a long weekend at... 

08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Bleiberg Entertainment Cannes: Final Lineup, Meetings & Screenings

The Debt Collector Request Script NOW IN PRE-PRODUCTION - Directed by Jesse V. Johnson (Savage Dog, Sony's upcoming Accident Man) ... 08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Hang on...Shot in Thailand

“Mechanic: Resurrection” was given wide international release. Jason Statham travelled the world in the film's script, but 90% of the filming was achieved in Thailand. Other recent productions shot in Thailand ... 08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Winston Baker Announces New Partnership with Marché du Film and Launches Immersive Summit in Cannes

Leading global conference producer will also present Brett Ratner as Keynote Speaker for the 8th Annual International Film Finance Forum on May 19th. In its 8th year at Cannes, Winston Baker is proud to announce a new partnership and conference as part of the Croisette lineup. In partnership with Marché du Film, Winston Baker will present its first ever technology conference, the “Immersive Summit” to be hosted on May 19, 2017 to bring together leading minds ... 08.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Know Blood Window Galas line-up @ Marché du Film 2017

06.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
"Grotto" | New children's/animation screening in Cannes

Cinemark Partners With THX To Certify XD Auditoriums

Cinemark, a leader in the motion picture exhibition industry has aligned with THX, renowned as the guarantor of best-in-class cinemas and consumer electronics, to certify Cinemark's private-label premium large format XD auditoriums. THX certification will ensure XD auditoriums offer a superior audiovisual experience for moviegoers and provide an unparalleled entertainment environment.

Cinemark operates more than 225 XD auditoriums throughout the US and South and Central America, off...

" Cinematic Art at the service of Humanity " from Better World Forum

Save the Date May 21

Ellipsis line-up for the next Cannes Film Market.

Jackie Chan Down to Erth from Sparkle Roll Media
Syndicate Media Group Line up in Cannes

Old Cannes As Simple Pleasure in the History of film

Time for a new Sci Fi! DEEP 6 from IndustryWorks Pictures
accident cuts them off from home, they're left stranded and struggling to survive. And an even greater danger looms- They're not alone. …

06.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Geo Caching In Cannes Before the festival Begins

Hello From Cannes! Try your hand at GeoCaching while the weather is amazing and you're waiting for the festival to begin! I thought I would find mine before thousands of others arrive! …

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes 2017 | Meet and SEE NL

We are proud to present our producers and their new film projects. Read the complete brochure online. Many of our members have extensive experience with international co-productions and are always interested in broadening their horizons. You can set up a meeting with our producers directly. Click therefor below on the company for contact details and also find a quick introduction on the company…

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

GDH movie lineup for Cannes Film Market 2017.

Our Stand No. 22.01 (Palais 01, Thailand Pavilion) CANNES LINEUP FEATURE FILM BAD GENIUS (Thriller/Suspense) Release date: 3 MAY 2017 A film by Nattawut Poonpiriya - The director of ‘COUNTDOWN’ Trailer  at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLdhN4oMxCQ Synopsis Welcome to an exam-cheating business run by ‘Lynn’ (Chutimon Chuengcharoensukying), a straight-A student who gets the idea for her business after helpin…

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Great movies made by great people in Legendary A.D. from Summer Hill Entertainment

Dear Bruno, Summer Hill Entertainment is proud to present… Also from Summer Hill Entertainment…

Sincerely, Summer Hill Films  10645 N. Tatum Blvd., #200-130, Phoenix, AZ 85028 USA  Main: +1-480-535-8711  Fax: +1-480-535-8712  Email: info@tomcatfilms.com &nb…

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
Creature in the Woods attacks in Cannes! More horror from SummerHill Entertainment

Summer Hill Entertainment is proud to present...

Sincerely, Ted Chalmers Summer Hill Films 10645 N. Tatum Blvd., #200-130, Phoenix, AZ 85028 USA Main: +1-480-535-8711 Fax: +1-480-535-8712 Email: ted@summerhillfilms.com www.summerhillfilms.com

Julius Ponten: Dutch Producer on the Move, Cannes 2017

Julius Ponten, co-founder of New Amsterdam Film Company, will represent The Netherlands as Producer on the Move at the Cannes International Film Festival (May 17 - 28). Ponten quickly established his production credentials with the brilliant and uncompromising feature films Wolf (Jim Taihuttu, 2013) and Rabat (Jim Taihuttu and Victor D. Ponten, 2011) and a series of award-winning documentaries and shorts. He is currently producing the first feature under the New Ams...

UDI titles @Cannes 2017

Hungarian National Film Archive will be attending Cannes

Hungarian National Film Archive will be attending Cannes between 17-24 May with a new selection of Hungarian Film Classics - among them 'Merry-Go-Round' by Zoltán Fábri, selected by Cannes Classics in 2017.

DOGMAN by MATTEO GARRONE in pre-production
DOGMAN is the name of a pet grooming shop and also the tragic prediction of the main character's metamorphosis from man to animal. Based on a true story that took place 30 years ago and of which nobody will ever know the truth, DOGMAN digs deep into the human dilemmas of th...
A mafia killer accepts to take the identity of his last victim in order to redeem his past. The killer meet his victim on a ship that carries back together in Sicily 30 years after their departure. Only one will arrive in Sicily, but he’ll chose to change his life and complete the destiny of the other one.

www.summerhillfilms.com / www.tomcatfilmsllc.com / Ted Chalmers / ted@summerhillfilms.com / ted@tomcatfilmsllc.com ...

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Route One Adds Fisher Stevens to Direct Blacklist Script PALMER

Acclaimed director and producer Fisher Stevens has signed on to direct the heartfelt drama Palmer, it was announced today by Route One Entertainment CEO and producer on the project Russell Levine. Stevens recently co-directed the Cannes 2016 Official Selection and HBO Documentary, Bright Lights: Starring Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds. He also directed National Geographic’s critically acclaimed Before the Flood, featuring Leonardo DiCaprio. In 2008, he won the Independent Spirit Award...

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Grace Helbig to star in Trey Fanjoy's SOMETHING IN THE WATER / Miranda Lambert signs on as Executive Music Producer

Lionsgate (NYSE: LGF.A, LGF.B) and Bleecker Street Entertainment announced today that online comedy sensation Grace Helbig will star in Trey Fanjoy’s Something In the Water and award-winning country recording star Miranda Lambert will serve as Executive Music Producer. The film is the latest to be produced by Lionsgate as part of its digital film and television initiatives starring leading YouTube influencers. A friendship comedy set in the South, the film centers...

05.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

All Rights Entertainment Line up in Cannes
Dubai Goes to Cannes

It is an exciting time for Arab cinema and the Dubai Film Market (DFM) is proud to shine a spotlight on five new works-in-progress films from our region. Jo...

Doc & Film International @ CANNES 2017

CANNES 2017 MAY 17-28 / BOOTH RIVIERA L2 DIRECTORS' FORTNIGHT WEST OF THE JORDAN RIVER by Amos Gitai Nilaya Productions - Agav Films France / 84' / 201...

Film Boutique Line up in Cannes 2017

Click here to download Pdf version ...

Thessaloniki Goes to Cannes

Thessaloniki Goes to Cannes of the Thessaloniki International Film Festival with the collaboration of the Greek Film Center. 2 documentaries and 3 feature fiction films in post-production will be showcased during the
Marché du Film, Festival de Cannes, looking for post-production funds, sales agents, buyers, distributors and festival screenings. Film extracts of the selection will be presented at the screening. Screening info: Date: 23 May, 2017 (Tue) Time: 2pm - ...

Crime Thriller Mystery Horror by Breaking Glass Pictures

THE HARROW Crime; Drama; Mystery 95 min. STARRING Tom McKay "Kill Command&qu...

Sci Fi / Genre Films By Devilworks

With such highlights as Sci/Fi INCONTROL starring LEVI MEADEN lead actor in Pacific Rim. From the Vicious Brothers producer of "It Stains the Sands Red", "Extraterrestrial" and "Still/Born". Thriller THE MAN WHO WAS THURSDAY Inspired by the novel from British writer G.K. Chesterton with MILLIONS of copies sold worldwide...

Alien Reign of Man from HighOctane Pictures

ALIEN: REIGN OF MAN is the perfect film to capitalize on the success of the upcoming major motion picture, ALIEN: COVENANT! The film is rich with high end visual effects and fast-paced action. Trailer and Details …

Incredible films 2017 Cannes Line-Up

It Hurts so Much (2017) The crowd-pleasing Dutch documentary It hurts so much, which premiered at IFFR in January 2017 where it was pipped into second place for the Warsteiner Audience Award just after Moonlight, is directed by successful Dutch novelist Heleen van Royen and charts a year spent with her aging mother who suffe...

Red Sea Media Line up in Cannes
BEYOND SKYLINE SYNOPSIS: Detective Mark Corley of the LAPD embarks on a relentless pursuit to free his son from an alien warship. CAST: Frank Grillo (The Purge franchise), Bojana Novakovic, Iko Uwais SCREENING: MAY 21, 2017 @ 10AM in PALAIS K

Mindjazz pictures international Lineup in Cannes

Hope - The Sound of Life

Daniel Hope is one of the greatest violinist of our age and part of the avant-garde. MARCHÉ DU FILM

The Ile de France Film Commission attends the Cannes Film Festival from the 17th of May til the 26th. Its representatives will welcome you on the Film France Pavilion (Pav 205) at the International VILLAGE situated on the Pantiero at the end of the harbour. They will be happy to introduce to you the latest updates on policies, incentive packages and other financial opportunities for overseas productions in France, including the 30 % Tax Rebate for foreign shoots (feature films and TV Series). All Festivals Lead to Cannes

The Goes to Cannes gathers a selection of works-in-progress in Cannes

108 Line up in Cannes

A Night of Horror Vol. 1: Ten filmmakers. One night of horror. Whether you're a fan of Sydney's psycho-killer, New York's alienated youth, Italy's gangster drama, or simply want to avoid the sun. There's something for everyone at the 108 Film Festival.
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL - 17TH TO 28TH MAY 2017 filmfestivals.com is very happy to share this exclusive opportunity with our readers and Cannes participants. Use the code fest21 to receive a 10% discount. We will cover and promote events from the Cinearts Gallery to our newsletter circulated to all Cannes participants and 125,000 film professionals: BOOK NOW the last slots available for your cocktail parties, showcases and events on the Croisette. ORGANIZED BY VIP BELGIUM. Founded ...

04.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes - New Crime/Comedy THE BIG TAKE

Queer Night at AMPAV - Dance the night away with... John Cameron Mitchell

It's beginning to Come together In Cannes

And it is all beginning! It is just lovely here and everyday so far brings something new! Today as the cranes reach high on top of the Carlton Intercontinental Hotel Cannes to display the new Spiderman movie the site was a treat to watch as me and others stopped to watch this action take place. As it still hovers in the 60-70's here in Cannes with on and off showers it is still amazing to be here. The stunning ships arriving here is a sight all its own! M...
Alien Domicile and 7 new titles from ITN for Cannes

*ALIEN DOMICILE + 7 BRAND NEW TITLES*  ITN's Cannes Office: Riviera E10 Cannes Office: Riviera E10 Email: stuart@itndistribution.com Website: www.itnfilms.net  
Synopsis: Five government contractors wake up to find themselves contained under the infamous Area 51. They a...

Frontières in Cannes - Proof of Concept Presentation

**Ask us for a discount code.**

Ratner on Film Finance, Gelfond on VR, talks on digital buyers, preserving cinema and more at Cannes!

Film Mode | Updated Cannes Line-up

EFP presents the 18th edition of PRODUCERS ON THE MOVE

"All About Eva" | New female lead thriller for Cannes 2017
**Protagonist Pictures Sells TOM OF FINLAND Ahead of Cannes**

After a successful international premiere at The Tribeca Film Festival in New York last weekend, Dome Karukoski’s biopic Tom of Finland, about the life and work of Finnish artist and gay icon Touko Laaksonen, has sold in several key markets, it was announced today by Protagonist Pictures CEO Mike Goodridge. Rights for the UK have gone to Peccadillo Pictures, in a deal negotiated between Protagonist Pictures’ international sales manager George Hamilton, and Peccadillo manag...

**Fox Star Studios at Cannes 2017**

**AAA Entertainment Cannes Lineup**

**Marché du Film: best stage productions in HD from Russia's most renowned theaters**

**Protagonist Pictures Picks Up Directors' Fortnight Selection THE RIDER**
The rider director Protagonist Pictures has come on board to handle worldwide sales on the Directors’ Fortnight 2017 Official Selection The Rider, written and directed by Chloe Zhao (Songs My Brothers Taught Me), it was announced today by Protagonist Pictures CEO Mike Goodridge. This is Zhao’s second feature and second film selected for Directors’ Fortnight. Based on his true story, the film stars Brady Jandreau along with Tim Jandreau, Lilly Jandreau, Lane Scot...  
03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Wilderness Adventure Film - Award Winning 'The Sun at Midnight'

See the Film - Booth D4 - Riviera  ...  
03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

TOEI’s Line-up for upcoming Cannes.

We are proud to announce our New titles, we have "KITA NO SAKURAMORI" starring Sayuri Yoshinaga, Masato Sakai, and Hiroshi Abe, and "KORO NO CHI", a war between cops and yakuza in Hiroshima played by Koji Yakusho, as well as "DETECTIVE IN THE BAR 3", which is the third episode of popular DETECTIVE IN THE BAR franchise. As for "MIDNIGHT BUS", this is very heart-warming drama of a long-distance driver. "VIGILANTE", which is an intense story ...  
03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Dutch Features Global Entertainment Lineup in Cannes

HIGH END DRAMA  ...  
03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Fairway Film Alliance Line up in Cannes

THE 60 YARD LINE Cast: Randall Park (star of ABC's Fresh Off The Boat, The Interview, Veep), Chuck Liddell (Kick Ass 2, UFC Light Heavyweight Ch...  
03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
**FlexyMovies - Cannes 2017 lineup**

SCREENING: Sunday, May 21, 3:30pm @ Doc Corner (Riviera H8) n.b. only 25 seats, so be there on time! The Family Whistle A documentary exploring the origins of the famed Coppola family of musicians and film...

03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

**Red Bull Media House - Cinema Unit Line Up 2017**

**THE BUREAU SALES Line Up @ CANNES 2017**

**SC Films in Cannes**

**ABLAZE IMAGE - Cannes 2017 New Line-Up and Upcoming title FATHER TO SON**

Father to Son, by HSIAO Ya-Chuan Taiwan | 2017 | Drama | Color | Post-Production Produced by HOU Hsiao-Hsien, and directed by HSIAO Ya-Chuan who was selected in the Director’s Fortnight at the Cannes...

03.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

**SXSW Title INHERITANCE - Added to Breaking Glass Pictures Lineup - Cannes 2017**
New title to our lineup, 'INHERITANCE', a tense drama starring Mark Webber, Louis C. Oberlander and Jessica Kaye, which had its 2017 World Premiere at SXSW. The film will also be featured this October as an Official Selection of the 2017 American Film Festival in Warsaw, Poland. Please see below for more information. Our booth will be located in the Marina Club, Riviera H-6.

Cannes in Focus N°2 Line Up Announcements

Wishing you all much success on the festival circuit! Read this online FOLLOW US ON THE SOCIAL NETWORKS: Advertise in our Newsletters from 200€ email us for a quote EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME THE OFFICIAL TITLE SPONSOR OF THE CANNES MARKET DAILIES EMAIL US FOR DETAILS REACH CANNES ATTENDEES MEDIA BUYERS AND SALES AGENTS BIG TIME!!! Advertize in t...

Christian Mercuri today announced the formation of Capstone Group

International sales executive and producer Christian Mercuri today announced the formation of Capstone Group, a multi-faceted financing, production and full service international sales company based in Beverly Hills that will debut at the upcoming Marche du Film. Funded through private equity, in partnership with Jeanette Zhou of Jaguar Entertainment, Capstone Group offers filmmakers access to development funding, production funding as well as international distribution. The company a...

The Yellow Affair is premiering the intriguing mystery thriller ROBIN in Cannes.

The film takes us into the fascinating, nightmarish world of Robin, an attractive young woman who believes she is being pursued by a brutal murderer. 'ROBIN' is an exciting ride, that presses all the right 'thriller' buttons and keeps its audience disoriented till the end. The film will have two market screenings in Cannes (see times below).

Bac Films Line up in Cannes

AVA By Léa Mysius …
Covert Media Adds Clive Owen, George Mackay, Tom Felton, And Devon Terrell To Star-Laden Cast For ‘Ophelia’

Golden Globe winning and Academy Award nominated actor Clive Owen (Closer, Children of Men, upcoming Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets), George MacKay (Captain Fantastic, Pride), Tom Felton (Harry Potter franchise, In Secret, Belle), and Devon Terrell (Barry) are set to star in the thrilling romantic tragedy, Ophelia, alongside Daisy Ridley (upcoming Murder on the Orient Express, Star Wars: The Last Jedi) and two-time Academy Award nominee Naomi Watts (Divergent series, The Impossible)...

02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

(LOTTE) Screening - ROOM NO.7 - 2017 Cannes

Genre : Thriller, Black comedy Director : LEE Yong-seung (10 Minutes) Cast : SHIN Ha-kyu...

02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

STILL/BORN a supernatural horror film from Jinga @ Cannes 2017

STILL/BORN a supernatural horror from the creators of Grave Encounters, Extraterrestrial and It Stains The Sands Red about a young mother who after losing one of her twins during childbirth, spirals into madness thinking that her other child is in danger from an evil entity. Starring Christie Burke (Twilight: Breaking Dawn, A Single Shot), Jesse Moss (Tucker and Dale Vs Evil, The Uninvited), Rebecca Olson (Kindergarten Cop 2) and Michael Ironside (Starship Troopers, Turbo Kid), STILL/BORN...

02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes world premiere of the sports comedy "The 60 Yard Line"

The Asylum Line Up in Cannes

The Asylum is one of the world’s leading brand-oriented motion picture and television studios. With a focus on high-concept, market-driven entertainment, like the SHARKNADO franchise, The Asylum finances, produces and releases 25 films per year through its direct pipeline to the nation’s top retailers and its network of international partners. Since its founding in 1997, The Asylum has released more than 500 films and has built a library of over 250 original productions, includ...

Films Distribution’s Line-up @Cannes2017

OFFICIAL COMPETITION AMANT DOUBLE A film by FRANÇOIS OZON ...

Wake Me Up from Indie Vision

Thriller, Drama / 95 min / Russian / 2016 A film by Guillaume Protsenko (producer of the multi award-winning project "Cinetrain": SUNDANCE, VISIONS DU REEL, FESTIVAL DEL FILM LOCARNO, etc.) Cinematographer: John Craine ("Cinetrain") Cast: Irina Verbitskaya, Konstantin Lavronenko (Best Actor prize - Cannes Film Festival, "The Banishment" by Andrey Zvyagintsev), Kirill Pirogov ("Brother 2", "Sisters"), Evgeniy Gris...

Minerva Pictures @ Cannes Marché 2017!
World Peace Night May 24

ADVENTURE OF HUMANITY & WORLD PEACE NIGHT - 24th of May 2017 at The Villa Oxygen, Cannes World Peace Night, Richard Nilsson, Posterus Marketing and Business For Champions Cooperation introduces to you an exclusive invitee only event at the Villa Oxygen. All taking Place during the 70th Cannes Film Festival. 24th of May 2017. We invite you to join us and be part of this Humanity Project. Designers and industries within yacht, aerospace, architecture, art, and oth...

Thai companies in the Thai Pavilion

Thai film industry to make a strong showing at Cannes International Film Festival 2017

Living abroad in Cannes for the Festival! Spectacular

As I set up for my first day around Cannes my goal was to walk the three miles and just soak it all in. The boardwalk along the beach, see the store fronts and ending with a night time dinner at an amazing cafe! All that happened on my day one. See the set set of photos! ...

Reconnect with your alma mater at Cannes at the American Pavilion!

Thai film industry to make a strong showing at Cannes International Film Festival 2017
## Highlights:

- **Thai Night Cannes 2017 Gala Event presided by HRH Princess Ubolratana Rajakanya**
  
  Her Royal Highness Princess Ubolratana Rajakanya Sirivadhana Barnavadi will preside over Thai Night 2017 - Where Films Come Alive, an event of celebration of Thai cinema and its industry held during the Cannes International F...  
  
  02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

- **NEXT GENERATION SHORT TIGER short film program that German Films will be presenting in the 20th edition in Cannes**
  
  SHORT FILM PROGRAM CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY IN CANNES The current political situation, humor as well as love - it's all there in the latest NEXT GENERATION SHORT TIGER short film program that German Films will be presenting in the 20th edition in Cannes. Apart from the best student shorts - including the current Student Oscar winner AANY -, the popular and traditional program is being enhanced for the seventh time by the winners of the FFA's SHORT TIGER Award. The eight female and five ...  
  
  02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

- **Free Dolphin International @ Cannes Line up**
  
  **CRYSTAL INFERNO** 90' - Completed PREMIERE MARKET SCREENING | 20/05 | 4:00 PM | GRAY D'ALBION 5
  
  Disaster hits when two teenagers are caught in a fire on the 20th floor of a skyscraper. Their parents are on the 60th. Will they survive the flames? With: Claire Forlani, Jamie Bamber, Nigel Barber Genre: Action/Disaster | Language: English Watch trailer
  
  **THE RIVER MURDERS** 89' - Completed While investigating a series o...  
  
  02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

- **MM2 Entertainment Cannes 2017 Line-up**
  
  **ISLAND OF FURY** (杀出澎湖湾) Action, Comedy/2018/Mandarin/Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia Director: Jack NEO During their last mission as assassins, Long and Mark uncover a USB drive containing a mysterious plot from the secret organisation they work for. Using the drive as a bargaining chip to leave the organisation, they travel to the island and wait out their pursuers. Maxi and Sha Bao are cousins...  
  
  02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

- **"RED CHRISTMAS" Cannes Film Market Debut**
  
  DEVILWORKS Cannes line-up includes Australian Horror "RED CHRISTMAS" for World Sales. Starring Dee Wallace from Cujo, E.T, The Hills Have Eyes, The Howling, Critters. Official Selection at Fantasia and FrightFest! Reviews VARIETY ‘an energetic, candy-colored romp through genre tropes that manages to take its subject matter seriously while poking fun at itself at the same time.’ BLOODY DISGUSTING ‘Red Christmas has style ...
**United Pictures / OPUS Pictures Cannes Market Premiere**

MARKET PREMIERE  May 18 (Thu) 09:30 Gray 5

**CJ Ent Cannes Official Selection & New Lineup 2017**

**Marché du Film: Goes to Cannes 2017**

GOES TO CANNES 2017  The Goes to Cannes offers to renowned festivals the possibility to showcase a selection of works-in-progress still looking for sales agents, distributors or a festival selection. Each festival will present up to five films in post-production from their own program to take to Cannes. This selection of film extracts will be presented during two-hour long market screenings, open to Marché du Film badge holders. The team of each WIP will introduce their...

**SABOTEUR Announces New Production, Sales and Finance Initiative Launching Five Titles at Cannes 2017**

Saboteur Media (Saboteur) announced today the launch of a new film production, sales and finance initiative based in New York, coinciding with the announcement that industry veteran, Mark Lindsay has joined the company as President of Distribution and will be presenting five new titles to the market next month in Cannes. Saboteur’s current slate consists of three narrative, and two documentary features. On the narrative side Saboteur is presenting, Love Thy Keepers from director...

**Central Partnership Cannes 2017 Line-Up**

FURIOUS History, Action  December 2017 Post Production  In 13th-century Mongol warrior hordes an...

**Rise and Shine @ Cannes Marché du Film 2017 - Line-up and screening dates**

RISE AND SHINE  WORLD SALES
SHOWBOX at Cannes 2017

Bleiberg Entertainment Line Up in Cannes

Office in Cannes - Lerins M7 www.bleibergent.com CANNES 2017 LINEUP including a World Market Premiere! The Debt Collector Request Script NOW IN PRE-PRODUCTION - Directed by Jesse V. Johnson (Savage Dog, Sony's upcoming Accident Man) Scott Adkins (Marvel’s ...

Cannes Line-up from The Yellow Affair

Miira Paasilinna and Chris Howard of The Yellow Affair will be attending the Cannes Film Festival and taking meetings from May 17 - 24. You will find us at stand D2 in the Riviera.

Wood Entertainment Line up in Cannes

6 LOVE STORIES 2017 Complete trailer Starring: Alicia Witt, Peter Bogdanovich, Matthew Lillard, Stephen Tobolowsky, Carrie Preston, Beth Grant, Jamie Anne Allman Over the course of one afternoon, in six different parts of LA, six couples connect, reconnect, or fall apart. Marked by nimble shifts in tone (the six stories range from romping farce to emotionally gutting drama) and a potent combination of innovative cinematic storytelling and evergreen themes of t...

Official Selection from Breaking Glass Pictures

BREAKING GLASS PICTURES Official Selection 'Justice Served' 'The Harrow' 'Retake' 'Lazy Eye' 'Bwoy' Click here to book with us now. We are looking forw...

Meet Pegasus in Cannes | Invincible Dragon & Ip Man Series

Cannes Booth: Riviera - E8 LINEUP includes: INVINCIBLE DRAGON Director: Fruit Chan (The Midnight After, Made in Hong Kong) Genre: Action/Crime Production Budget: USD 12M Status: …

SDP, inc in Cannes 2017s
Here you can read our latest titles ※Online screener upon request※ New! Goodbye, Grandpa! ※first feature film Drama, Black Comedy | 100 min | Japan | 2017 | director. Yukihiro Morikaki "21st Century version of Juzo Itami’s The Funeral" Summer, Yoshiko receives a phone call about her grandfather’s death when she is having sex with her boyfriend. Thus, the funeral of her grandfather begins with slovenly uncle, termagant aunt, shut-in...

30.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

"Show Yourself" in Cannes.... New Thriller.

30.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Australian Virtual Reality Experiences to be Highlighted at Cannes

30.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Attraction @Cannes ’17 Lineup

30.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
### 'Death Comes to Cannes 2017!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Coen Brother's Styled Noir Thriller <em>Just Completed - Worldwide Rights Available “Death Waits For No Man” World Premiere at the Cannes Festival</em></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>30.04.2017</td>
<td>Cannes Market Dailies’s blog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ellipsis Media International Line up for Cannes 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Serpent’s Gift - screening on Sat 20th Palaid D - 3.30pm</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>THE SERPENT’S GIFT by Roberto Leoni - Feature Film - Thriller - Mystery - Sci-Fi &amp;nb...</td>
<td>30.04.2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Animaze Daze in Cannes is closing submissions May 2 - Submit to enjoy great visibility at Animation Day in Cannes

You are very welcome to join our competition organised by the Animation Day in Cannes, produced by Animaze Montreal International Animation Film Festival and filmfestivals.com • Animation Day in Cannes includes a film competition (Animaze Daze in Cannes) into a series of events dedicated to promoting Animation during Cannes in front of the whole industry. It is jointly organized by filmfestivals.com and Animaze Festival (Montreal International Animation Film Festival)…

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog |

### Cannes Lineup, Meetings, & Screenings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Companies under the Thai Pavillion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 17 - 26, 2017 Nine (9) Thai companies are reunited under the Tha...</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>29.04.2017</td>
<td>Cannes Market Dailies’s blog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Magnolia Pictures International: New title Added & Screening times - Cannes 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Magnolia International</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We are happy to announce a new addition to our lineup, PERMANENT, a comedy starring Oscar winner Patricia Arquette and Rainn Wilson. Also premiering at the market is SXSW hit LUCKY starring Harry Dean Stanton, David Lynch and Ron Livingston. ...
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Exclusive LGBTQ Titles - Bwoy, Lazy Eye, Retake - Cannes 2017

**Bwoy** Drama; Thriller 85 min.  Starring: Anthony Rapp (“Rent”, “Star Trek: Discovery”) Jimmy Brooks (“Second Coming”, “Straight Outta Tomkins”) De’Adre Aziza (“In The Morning”, “The Breaks”)  Synopsis: Following the death of his ...
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

UP/OPUS Pictures Cannes LineUp

**OPUS pictures**
May 17 - 21/ Riviera G12 …
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Sparkle Roll @ Cannes 2017

@ MARCHÉ DU CANNES JACKIE CHAN: DOWN TO EARTH Directed by Sun Lin Post Production / 2017 / China / English, Mandarin / Documentary FEATURING: Jackie Chan, James Cameron, Sylvester Stallone, Arnold Sc…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Carnaby Cannes Screening Schedule -- New Cut of Salty to Premiere

An ageing rock star (Antonio Banderas) is forced to navigate deadly jungles and ruthless bandits to save his wife (Olga Kurylenko)…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes 2017 Devilworks Line UP

Cannes Line Up! includes such highlights as Horror RED C…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

C Intl Sales - Cannes 2017 Line up

Comedy / India / 2016 / Hindi / 99 min. A STAR STUDDED FILM See reviews below Director: Shubhashish Bhutiani Writers: Shubhashish Bhutiani, Asad Hussain Producer: Sanjay Bhutiani Cast: Adil Hussain, Lalit Behl, Geetanjali Kulkarni Synopsis: Rajiv is forced to drop everything in order to accommodate his father’s last and bizarre wish to travel to Varanasi to attain salvation. The trip that follows forces the duo to reengage with each other and the world around them i…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Highoctane pictures: new titles For Cannes

High Octane Pictures (HOP) is proud to announce TWO NEW titles added to our Cannes Lineup. We would love to set a meeting with you at our booth #17.07 (Palais). Please respond to this e-mail or click here or email Galen@HighOctanePictures.com to set a meeting and to receive screeners of any of the below titles. We look forward to hearing from you! …
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Line up for Activator from Taiwan
Activator is a Taiwan distribution company, and is representing documentaries and features.  Booth :The Palais, Taiwan Cinema Booth No:18.01 Time:5/18-22 Line up Feature Film: ★All Because of Love by Lien Yi Chi (2017 summer) …..Shot in TW and JP https://vimeo.com/204997896/00a8c21e13 ★Go! Crazy Gangster (2016 Summer) ….Sold in CN, JP https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GV1HvWuYsQ  Documentaries: ★ My Dear Art by Hsu Hou…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Film Mode | Cannes Line-up

Riviera, Booth L14 | +33-4-92-99-33-12 STATUS Post Production CAST Ross O’Hennessy (…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Forgotten by God: Historical War Epic is available in Cannes

FORGOTTEN BY GOD: Gripping, epic war movie spanning time from 1920 through to 2017 is available for distribution for the first time in Cannes. This magnificent feature will be in competition at the 2018 Academy Awards in the Best Foreign Picture category.  ONE BILLION PEOPLE are affected by AUTISM on our planet: BEAUTIFUL PAIN is an emotional fictional story about a family trying to cope with the challenges of bringing up their autistic son. This multiple award w…
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes 2017 - Gorilla Pictures Movie Lineup

GORILLA PICTURES AT CANNES 2017 RIVIERA L18 …
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

DFCN Line up in Cannes!

THE SHADOW EFFECT Action l Thriller Once you remember, you will never forget. Obsessed with gene regeneration, and fascinated by the phenomenon of the waking dream, Dr. Reese (Jonathan Rhys Meyers)
explores the psyche of Gabriel Howarth (Cam Gigandet), a young man whose life is turned upside down when his violent dreams begin to blend with reality. When Gabriel's dreams mirror political assassinations, he must race against the clock to not only save himself and his wife Brinn, but st…

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

THE BUREAU SALES in Cannes - Line-Up

DAPHNE A film by Peter Mackie Burns UK - 2017 - English - 87min Completed Cast: Emily Beecham (Into the Badlands, Hail Caesar!), Geraldine James (45 Years, Sherlock Holmes, Millenium), Nathaniel Martello-White (Life Just Is) Hectic days and late nights. Londoner Daphne is caught up in the daily rush of her restaurant job, and a nightlife kaleidoscope of new faces. She is strong, funny, and acerbic but deep down she is not happy. Stuck in a rut, …

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

TriCoast Worldwide Line up in Cannes 2017

Rivera #D3. TriCoast Worldwide, 11124 Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 …

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes Line up for Jinga

The Cannes line-up offers a terrific selection of genre films from seven different countries. STILL / BORN is the latest offering from Canadian duo The Vicious Brothers whose previous titles include Grave Encounters, Extraterrestrial and It Stains The Sands Red. The North American premiere will be at Overlook Film Festival and the European premiere at FrightFest. REPLACE is a body horror from Canada/Germany written by Richard Stan...

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

ONE EYED FILMS CANNES 17 Line Up

The High Frontier Dir Wojciech Kasperski / Poland / 98’ / 2016 / Thriller Action  AUSTIN FANTASTIC FEST OFFICIAL SELECTION KOSZALIN FILM FESTIVAL Audience Award, Best Music, Best Actor  GDYNIA FILM FESTIVAL Official Selection KRAKOW OFF CARMERA Special jury mention “Fabulous use of hostile natural environment...a powerful debut”  ‘Tests the Borders of Tension’ SCREENANARCHY “Cinem...

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

HNFF World Sales line up in Cannes 2017
HNFF WORLD SALES - booth: Riviera E16 for full line-up, please visit our website: www.hnffworldsales.com
KINCSEM - BET ON REVENGE adventure / history / romance, 122 min, 2017 Dir: Gábor Herendi ("A Kind of America 1-2", "Lora") #1 BOX OFFICE HIT IN HUNGARY Hungarian aristocrat and supreme horse trainer Sandor Blaskov...
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Teenage Sports Comedy Available in Cannes from House of Film

Two high octane,...
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Glass House Distribution in Cannes

Dropping the Soap The bubble is about to burst for the cast and crew of the long-ru...
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

CJ Ent Cannes Official Selection & New Lineup

... 29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Screen Media lineup in Cannes 2017

ALMIRA RAVIL President, Intl. Sales almira@screenmedia.net ...
29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

There is still time to participate in the 2nd edition of Cinando Awards in Cannes: Best Junior Seller Contest

"A pitch can kill a film or make a film exist" - Variety Cinando and the Marché du Film are glad to invite you, an up-and-coming seller, to participate in the 2nd edition of the Cinando Awards Best Junior Seller Contest. You will have 3 minutes to pitch an assigned film project in front of an international jury of distributors on the
afternoon of Tuesday, May 23rd in the Palais. The Award ceremony will take place the following day at the Marché du Film...

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Invitation to "Ones to Watch" Cannes Market Screenings featuring Angels and Demons!

MARKÈCH DÈEL FILM
FÈSTIVAL DE CÀNNES

Market Screenings May 18 Gray 1 12:00, May 22 Gray 2 8pm, May 23 Palais B 1:30 pm, May 24 Gray 1 10:00

Dear film buyers we are happy to invite to our market introductions of the Ones to Watch from Filmfestival.com Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR Buyers are cordially invited to the Market PREMIÈRE in Cannes of Angel's Salvation by Hassan AKHONDPOOR May 24 10:00 am - Gray 1 Iran 2017 90 minutes Angel (Fereshteh in persian) is the d...

28.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Angel's Salvation will have a market premiere in Cannes May 24

First Market Presentation with a screening at GRAY 1 - 24/05/2017 10:00 A film by Hassan AKHONDPOOR (Iran 90 minutes) Produced by Ebrahim ASGHARI Starring Elahe SHAHPARAST, Roshanak SE GHALEGI, Neda KOHI Fereshteh’s father has gone bankrupt due to the troubled economy during Iran’s nuclear sanctions years. The family has sold their house to free the father and they are now living in a small, dilapidated house. The creditors pressure Fereshteh for...

27.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Release from Heaven will have its Market Premier May 22nd as Opening Film of Animation Day in Cannes

Release from Heaven will have its Market Premier May 22nd as Opening Film of Animation Day in Cannes Screening for Buyers Media and Animation Day in Cannes participants : GRAY 2 - 22/05/2017 20:00 Iran 76 minutes a film by Ali Noori Oskouei written by Majid Asoodegan, Produced by Ali Noori Oskouei and Seyed Vahid Olyae In a war torn country, a female writer and teacher has to accompany two of her students on a life changing journey. &n...

27.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Market PREMIÈRE in Cannes of THE WANDERERS by Dragos Buliga starring Armand Assante and Lior Ashkenazi
You are cordially invited to the Market PREMIERE in Cannes of THE WANDERERS by Dragos Buliga May 18 Gray d'Albion1 12:00 - Please RSVP: Claudia Stavrositu “THE WANDERERS” starring Armand Assante and Lior Ashkenazi is an independent production shot last summer in the breathtaking surroundings of Transylvania - Romania, based on a powerful and original script, with an outstanding cinematography and directed by a very talented Romanian ...  
27.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

The Goes to Cannes showcase for works-in-progress supported by 10 fests

The Goes to Cannes offers to renowned festivals the possibility to showcase a selection of works-in-progress still looking for sales agents, distributors or a festival selection. Each festival will present up to five films in post-production from their own program to take to Cannes. This selection of film extracts will be presented during two-hour long market screenings, open to Marché du Film badge holders. The team of each WIP will introduce their films. For the 2017 edition, both new r...  
27.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Darker Things in Cannes from Summer Hill Entertainment

An unemployed recent college grad hires two freelance paranormal exterminators to combat a monster infestation in her new home. But their prodding into the new evil found in the home unleashes an ancient demon and his army of monsters, intent to possess any human they make contact with. ...  
26.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

"Show Yourself" in Cannes.... New Thriller from Summer Hill Entertainment

Summer Hill Entertainment is proud to present Show Yourself When his friend Paul dies unexpectedly, Travis heads into the woods to say goodbye. As Travis deals with his grief, and the way it has affected the relationships in his life, he starts to realize that he actually might not be alone in the woods. Curiosity turns to horror as Travis comes face-to-face with something both inexplicable and frighteningly familiar. ...  
26.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Giant Crocodile movie from Generation X available at the Cannes Film Market 2017
THE HATCHING  Synopsis: Tim Webber returns to his peaceful childhood village after the death of his father. But the place harbors some bad memories for him: as a teenager, Tim and some friends stole crocodile eggs from the nearby zoo and one of his friends got killed by a crocodile. Now bad things start to happen again in the once idyllic place in the moors of Somerset: People keep disappearing, and mutilated, bloody, human body parts keep showing up. Tim soon realizes that t...

26.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Vision Films Cannes 2017 Action Packed Line Up!

26.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Vision Films Cannes 2017 Family Line Up!

...
Indie Vision films at Cannes 2017

Russian VR films will be screened at Cannes for the first time

A program of Russian short cinematic VR films «Russian VR Seasons» (Les VR Saisons Russes) will be held at the 70th International Cannes Film Festival. The screening will be held on May 21st at the NEXT Innovations Hub at Marche du Film. Films from the Russian and other programs will be screened at an especially-built theater, which will allow the audience to enjoy simultaneous screenings of the films on over 30 Gear VR helmets.

Premiere Entertainment Line up for Cannes

"Bad Ass Monster Killer" finds his prey in Cannes!
Summer Hill Films and TomCat Films is proud to present Badass Monster Killer...

22.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

K5 Media Group/K5 International/K5 Film restructured

- The center of K5 future business is going to be feature film production executed by K5 Film. We are going to produce between 1-3 high profile feature films every year. Last year we have produced ANON directed by Andrew Niccol starring Clive Owen and Amanda Seyfried. - As regards our feature film productions we are currently negotiating via K5 International output agreements with distributors in the different territories. If you are interested in an output arrangement please contact o...

19.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Summer Hill Entertainment: Teenage Fight Club brawls at Cannes!

19.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Premiere Entertainment introduces the new Sci-Fi/Thriller ENCOUNTER

ENCOUNTER, a new breed of Sci-Fi/Thriller, takes you on an investigative journey to discover the questionable truth behind the alien abduction phenomenon. The film challenges the nature of reality and will leave you wondering: “Are They Real?” &n...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

IndieVision in Cannes-2017: New York-set sophisticated drama from the producers of "The Student"

INDIE VISION IN CANNES 17-25 May: Marche du Film, Roskino Booth, Lerins M9 To set up a meeting, please contact: alisa@ruswv.com &nbs...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Reason8 Films in Cannes

Reason8 Films in Cannes

Office location : Riviera, Marina Club, H6, Table 10 Production meetings : Plage Royale Members Club After an exciting year Reason8 Films is back in Cannes and pleased to announce our Marche 2017 line-up with an International Market Premiere of ANOTHER MOTHER'S SON, completed WWII drama produced by a …
IndustryWorks Pictures presents 'REVENGE'

Meet with us in Cannes - RIVIERA - Booth D4 - May 17 - 26  
Among many new exciting titles we will be presenting:  
Synopsis: Franck Beriat is an ex-cop and ex-con working as an unlicensed Private Detective. When he is asked to revenge a young woman and go after Eric Bando, brother of a notorious drug dealer, he knows he is about to enter a relentless war against an unmerciful and positively dangerous clan. And there's no way back.  
WATCH THE TRAILER HERE...

Fantastic titles at Cannes

Magniola at Cannes 2017 with LUCKY...

Breaking Glass Pictures announces 'Justice Served' for the Cannes Film Market 2017.

Young Actors' Theatre Camp Goes to Cannes!

The Amazing Campers and Film Lab, led by John Ainsworth should be SO proud today! "Drifting" is one of 7 student showcase films that is NOMINATED for BEST EMERGING FILMMAKER at THE AMERICAN PAVILION at THE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL! A small group of campers will be attending the festival from May 18-27. If you have interest in joining us, please email us at info@campyatc.com and we will send you some more details.

Films Distribution's Selections @ Cannes

L'AMANT DOUBLE  a film by FRANÇOIS OZON  OFFICIAL COMPETITION

THX joins Streaming Video Alliance

THX®, renowned for the certification of best-in-class cinemas and consumer electronics, has joined the Streaming Video Alliance, an organization that seeks to solve ongoing streaming challenges by developing best practices that enable anyone in the video ecosystem to create high-quality streaming services. Given its extensive experience benchmarking and setting quality standards, THX is uniquely qualified to make significant contributions to the Alliance. As a member, THX wil...

New World Cinema arthouse in Cannes: The President from OneEyedFilms

The President Dir Gustavo Postiglione / Argentina / 2017  Drama Political Satire  On the eve of taking office as President, the newly elected politician cruises the town at night driven by his chauffeur, hosting last minute meetings in the backseat. He is joined by his compromising political assoc...

Award winning 4K titles in Cannes

HNFF World Sales line up in Cannes
**2017 CANNES HIGHLIGHT**

**KINCSEM - BET ON REVENGE** adventure / history / romance, HD, 2017

Dir: Gábor Herendi ("A Kind of America 1-2", "Lora")

**#1 BOX OFFICE HIT IN HUNGARY**

Hungarian aristocrat and supreme horse trainer Sandor Blaskovich is killed by his former friend, ...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

---

**Jinga @ Cannes 2017**

---

**RIVIERA G7 - Palais des Festivals REPLACE Genre: Sci-Fi / Horror / 101 min / 2017**

Screening: Wed 17/05 @ 15:30 - Palais H Friday 18/05 @ 19:30 - Lerins 4

Writer: Richard Stanley (Hardware).

Cast: Rebecca Forsythe, Lucie Aron, Barbara Crampton (Re-Animator).

Story: Afflicted with a skin disease, young and beautiful Kira discovers she can replace her skin with that of other girls. Accompanied by her lover, she embarks on a murder spree and the victims b...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

---

**Cannes'17: Isabelle Huppert to represent the 3rd annual Women in Motion programme**

Kering, official partner to the Festival de Cannes, has chosen Isabelle Huppert as the 2017 face of Women in Motion. High and Low res photo at: http://press.womeninmotion.com/accueil/

For 3 years, Women in Motion has shone a spotlight on women's contribution to cinema through a series of discussions between major figures from the film world and two Awards in celebration of talented women in film. To mark the 70th anniversary of the Cannes International Film Festival, ...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

---

**Line up for CREi (subsidiary of TBS Channel 6 in Japan)**

Japanese Release date: April 8th, 2017

Neko Atsume House

Feature film based on the popular App "Neko Atsume."

Shioli Kutsuna: (The Outsider”, “I’m Mita, Your Housekeeper) ...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
Summer Hill Entertainment is proud to present its newest film, The Dead Next Door

Trailer for The Dead Next Door  
18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

2017 lineup for the American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase

Young filmmakers from across the U.S. and around the world will bring their shorts to The American Pavilion during the Cannes Film Festival. The American Pavilion proudly announced its 2017 lineup for the American Pavilion Emerging Filmmaker Showcase. The impressive program features 25 short documentary and narrative films by up-and-coming filmmakers from the U.S. and around the world, all of which will screen at The American Pavilion during the Cannes Film Festival. More information abo...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Summer Hill Entertainment latest films ready for Cannes

In a parallel dimension, censorship has been rescinded from all movies and television so people can do and say almost anything on TV. As a result, everyone in the country watches television day and night. It is a national addiction. Enter Dusty Velvet, whose husband has been “taken” for service in the national armed forces. The chances of him surviving are slim because wars have broken out all over Iraq & Iran and the only way to get him back is to “buy” him back fr...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes in Focus - Selection announced

Wishing you all much success on the festival circuit! Read this online FOLLOW US ON THE SOCIAL NETWORKS: Advertise in our Newsletters from 200€ email us for a quote ONE EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME THE OFFICIAL TITLE SPONSOR OF THE CANNES MARKET DAILIES EMAIL US FOR DETAILS REACH CANNES ATTENDEES MEDIA BUYERS AND SALES AGENTS BIG TIME!!! ...

13.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Frontières - Marché du Film - Amsterdam Forum wrapped
The first edition of the Frontières Finance & Packaging Forum successfully concluded after 3 days of meetings, strategy sessions and networking from February 16-18 in Amsterdam. This collaborative initiative between the Fantasia International Film Festival and the Marché du Film - Festival de Cannes, and hosted in Amsterdam with the support of the Netherlands Film Fund, served as an invitational incubator for genre film projects in the late stages of financing. It offic…

09.03.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Full interview with Jerome Paillard Features of 2016

14.01.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

**Coverage in french**

l'ONG Projet Imagine à Cannes

08.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes 2017 : 4 films aidés par la Région Ile-de-France récompensés

07.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

La VoD fait-elle grossir le gâteau ? Présentations et video en ligne

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Rencontre entre Jacques Attali et Costa-Gavras pour la Semaine du Cinéma Positif

01.06.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
Michael Lonsdale fête ses 86 ans avec le Festival Sacré dela beauté

Michael Lonsdale, Président d'honneur du Festival Sacré de la Beauté (créé par Anne Facérias), était l’invité du dîner de gala de Positive Planet avec Monseigneur Vigano (préfet du secrétariat de la communication du Saint Siège) et son assistant particulier Père Janvier Yameogo. La fondation crée par Jacques Attali organisait pour la seconde année consécutive la semaine du Ciné…
31.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Wim Wenders, qui prépare un film sur le Pape François, était à Cannes pour participer au Festival Sacré de la Beauté

Le cinéaste allemand Wim Wenders (avec Dario Vigano et la fondatrice du Festival Sacré de la beauté) prépare un film, co-produit avec le Vatican, à partir de longs entretiens menés avec le pape François, a annoncé samedi la société qui en a acheté les droits de distribution à Cannes. “Le pape François - Un homme de confiance” est la première co-production entre le Vatican…
29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Entretien avec le préfet du Secrétariat pour la communication du Saint-Siège, lors du Festival sacré de la beauté à Cannes

Mgr Viganò au Festival de Cannes avec Anne Facierias, présidente du Festival Sacré de la Beauté, le réalisateur Wim Wenders et Bruno Chatelin, co-fondateur de filmfestivals.com. Foto credit: Amirah Parker for the American Pavilion (Festival of Cannes) Interviewé par Jesus Colina ALETEIA.ORG qu’on voit ci dessous à Cannes avec Silvia Costantini (Dr Com) lors du Gala de la Semaine du Cinema Positif …
29.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Lancement à Cannes du Global Chinese Film Festival

La 1ère édition du Festival du Film Chinois de Cannes 26 mai - 27 mai Nous sommes très heureux de vous inviter de participer «Global Chinese Film Festival». Veuillez-vous trouver ci-joint l’invitation et la présentation en PDF. Présentation : «Global Chinese Film Festival» ont le plaisir de vous inviter à la 1ère édition du …
27.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Le message du Pape au monde des médias et de la communication :
Communiquer l’espérance et la confiance en notre temps

“Festival Sacré de la Beauté” | 70ème Festival de Cannes, 25 mai 2017 CINEMA, RÉCIT D’ÉSPERANCE Msgr Dario Edoardo Viganò Préfet du Secrétariat pour la Communication Saint Siège, à cannes le 25 pour participer au
panel sur la place dela spiritualité dans le cinéma, et making movies that matter (au pavillon américain)  Lors d'un récent voyage àa…
25.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Rodin chez Magnum

25.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Les talents Thaï à l’honneur de la Thaï Night Cannes 2017

19 Mai 2017 - La Princesse Royale Ubolratana Rajakanya Sirivadhana Barnavadi a présidé hier soir la traditionnelle Thai Night 2017 - Where Films Come Alive, un événement qui célèbre le cinéma Thaï et son industrie à l’occasion de la 70e édition du Festival de Cannes. Pendant cette soirée, neuf sociétés de productions Thaï étaient présentent, Benetone F…
20.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Le Festival de Cannes rend hommage à Jeffrey Katzenberg

Au cours du Dîner des Professionnels qui aura lieu ce vendredi 19 mai dans le Grand Salon du Carlton, Pierre Lescure, Président du Festival de Cannes et Thierry Frémaux, Délégué général, rendront hommage à Jeffrey Katzenberg, pour sa contribution dans l’industrie de l’animation et plus largement dans l’histoire du cinéma mondial. …
20.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Premiers titres annoncés pour le Marché de coproduction internationale Frontière

LE MARCHÉ FRONTIÈRES À FANTASIA 2017 ANNONCE UNE PREMIÈRE VAGUE DE PROJETS  Le Marché de coproduction internationale Frontières s’installe de nouveau à Montréal pour sa 9ème édition qui aura lieu lors du Festival international de films Fantasia, du 20 au 23 juillet 2017. La sélection pour cette année s’annonce riche et éclectique incluant des projets de cinéastes émerge…
19.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Jeremy Scott et Cara Delevingne HOT au Magnum Dipping Bar
En marge du Festival International du Film de Cannes, Magnum lance aujourd’hui sa campagne « Libérez la bête, osez Magnum Double ». Pour l’occasion, la marque a collaboré avec Jeremy Scott, Directeur de Création de la maison de couture Moschino, et avec la comédienne et mannequin Cara Delevingne, tous deux présents lors de l’événement. DES GLACES MAGNUM SIGNÉES JEREMY SCOTT ET CARA D…

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Un nouveau festival à Cannes, consacré au cinéma chinois: Global Chinese Film Festival

«Global Chinese Film Festival» 19 mai, 25 mai - 27 mai
La 1ère édition du Festival du Film Chinois de Cannes
Présentation : «Global Chinese Film Festival» ont le plaisir de vous inviter à la 1ère édition du Festival du Film Chinois de Cannes et à la projection du film. «Global Chinese Film Festival» est la 1ère édition du Festival du Film Chinois de Cannes qui…

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cinérama, en direct du Festival de Cannes

Cette année, à l’occasion du Festival International du Film de Cannes, toute l’équipe de Télérama vous donne rendez-vous sur Facebook et Telerama.fr à partir de 13h30 pour une émission quotidienne en direct du Pavillon UniFrance ! Entre coups de cœurs, coups de gueules et réactions à chaud, nos critiques passeront en revue, avec vous, tous les …

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Renault transporte le monde du Cinéma à Cannes

Du 17 au 28 mai, Renault devient chauffeur officiel du 70e Festival de Cannes. À l’instar de son président Pedro Almodóvar qui ne laisse jamais indifférent, Renault accompagnera cette année les VIP jusque sur le tapis rouge en Renault TRAFIC SpaceClass ! Une flotte inédite de 330 véhicules recouverts d’une Palme d’Or transportera Cannes dans l’univers de la marque au losange : 170 Re…

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

A suivre Cannes.City-Life.fr

Cannes.City-Life.fr tout ce qui s’y passe en temps réel, toutes les infos, les coulisses, les backstages, les événements et soirées du Festival sur Blog de Cannes et avec CHÉRIE FM, le fil d’actualités avec Cannes is Yours, les tweets du Festival de Cannes, de la Ville de Cannes, de David Lisnard, de France 3 Côte d’Azur, de Nice-Matin Cannes… toutes les photos #Cannes2017, #Cannes70, #cotedazurnow, #frenchriviera, …&nbs…

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Positive Planet - La semaine du Cinéma Positif à Cannes est lancée
Dans un monde traversé par de terribles secousses et de formidables promesses, rien n’est plus important que d’informer, de distraire, et de faire accéder à la beauté. Depuis un siècle, c’est ce que fait le cinéma, sous des formes multiples. Il est aujourd’hui plus que jamais, partout dans le monde, au centre des activités humaines. Chaque jour, des milliers de femmes et d’hommes, surtout des jeunes, vont au ciném…

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**Festival Sacré de la Beauté: Le « Off » de l’âme auprès du Festival de Cannes 4ème édition**

La Diaconie de la Beauté présente : Du 18 au 27 mai 2017, au cœur du Festival de Cannes, le Festival Sacré de la Beauté, un « off » de l’âme, célèbre la rencontre du Cinéma et de la Spiritualité. Rencontres, conférences, concerts et créations artistiques permettent de faire le lien entre la Beauté et l’Intériorité, entre recherche esthétique et…

18.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**Producing films with France / Produire avec la France - 05/22/2017 - Cannes**

Program / Programme: Learn how to coproduce with France CNC presents coproduction mechanisms and funding. Case study with Marianne Slot, producer of A gentle creature by Serguei Loznitsa Pourquoi et comment coproduire avec la France ? Le CNC présente les mécanismes et les fonds de coproduction. Etude de cas avec l’intervention de Marianne Slot, productrice de Une femme douce de S…

16.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

**FICA VESOUL @ Cannes 70**

Le FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL DES CINEMAS D’ASIE DE VESOUL au 70e FESTIVAL DE CANNES . …

Le cinéma à l’heure du numérique : comment renouveler les politiques de soutien et défendre la diversité ?

Le cinéma à l’heure du numérique : comment renouveler les politiques de soutien et défendre la diversité ?  Mercredi 24 mai 2017 de 16h30 à 18h00 Salon des amb…

15.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies’s blog

1946, l’année fondatrice de Cannes
A l’occasion du 70e Festival de Cannes Frédérique Bredin, Présidente du CNC Thierry Frémaux, Délégué général du Festival de Cannes organisent une table ronde intitulée “46, l’année fondateur”  Mercredi 24 mai 2017 de 14h30 à 16h00 Salon des ambassadeurs Palais des festivals …

15.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Moscou lance sa commission du Film à Cannes

La capitale de la Russie saisit l’occasion du Festival de Cannes pour annoncer la création de la commission du film, la Moscou Film Commission, dévoilée le 20 mai à 15h sur le Pavillon Russe du Village International. La nouvelle agence assistera les productions russes et étrangères…

15.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Événement PACA VR « Film it your way » sur la croisette

Visite des décors du département des Alpes-Maritimes en réalité virtuelle 360° et rencontre avec des professionnels de l’industrie cinématographique et audiovisuelle organisée par la Commission du Film Alpes-Maritimes Côte d’Azur LA VISITE EN REALITE VIRTUELLE Lundi 22 mai 2017 de 14h00 à 18h00, sur le kiosque à musique des Allées de la Liberté de Cannes, pendant le Festiv…

15.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cara Delevingne, Jeremy Scott de Moschino osent "libérer la bête" avec Magnum

Pour la 5ème année consécutive, la très glamour plage MAGNUM CANNES sera de retour au 64 Croisette pour la 70e édition du Festival International du Film de Cannes. L’occasion de présenter ses deux nouveaux parfums 2017 : framboise et noix de coco, qui viennent enrichir sa gamme Magnum Double, qui avec la campagne « Osez libérer la bête » invitent à s’offrir encore plus de plaisir…

14.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

La Fondation Gan pour le Cinéma fête ses 30 ans!

La Fondation Gan pour le Cinéma a 30 ans ! Avec plus de 180 réalisateurs aidés, ces 30 ans d’engagement ont permis de donner naissance à une communauté riche maintenant de près de 500 œuvres ! Découvrez les premiers temps forts de cet anniversaire : …

13.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog
## Changements à la distribution de l’ONF

L’ONF annonce des changements mineurs survenus récemment dans l’équipe de distribution à l’ONF. Monsieur Lorne Price, Chef de la distribution et du développement des marchés, a quitté l’ONF le 21 avril dernier après plus de treize ans de loyaux services. En raison des conditions économiques actuelles, ainsi que de la décroissance continue des frais de licence pour le documentaire d’auteur, Monsieur Price...

**12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog**

## DEPARTURE à Cannes

Vendredi 19 mai à 15h30 Grand Palais Lumièr... Salle H La séance sera suivie d’un cocktail à l’Atelier des Merveilles Ephémères Inscrivez-vous dès maintenant, auprès de nous, pour réserver votre place. Ce film anglais fascinant et magnétique sortira le 31 …

**12.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog**

## Lancement de MrTroove.com, nouveau jeu en ligne ciné-culte

Lancé à l’approche du Festival des Cannes, le nouveau jeu en ligne "Mr. Troove" met à l’épreuve les connaissances cinématographiques des internautes. Reposant sur un concept d’illustration-quiz inédit, il invite à retrouver chaque semaine 10 références de films cultes. Un rendez-vous amusant et enrichissant pour tous les amateurs de ci…

**11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog**

## La fréquentation proche de la barre symbolique du milliard de billets vendus en Europe

Des recettes brutes des salles toujours supérieures à 7 milliards d’EUR dans l’Union européenne en 2016 et une fréquentation proche de la barre symbolique du milliard de billets vendus L’Observatoire européen de l’audiovisuel annonce ses chiffres sur le cinéma européen avant Cannes ! ... En 2016 dans l’Union européenne (UE), les recettes brutes des salles ont légère…

**11.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog**

## La Cinémathèque française accompagne 4 films sélectionnés à Cannes Classics

Du 17 au 28 mai 2017

10ème numéro de La Septième Obsession en distribution à Cannes

À noter que la revue sera diffusée dans les sacs de la Quinzaine des réalisateurs et de la Semaine de la Critique à Cannes.

Cinéma algérien, la génération du renouveau mise à l'honneur à Fameck

La 28e édition du Festival du Film Arabe de Fameck - Val de Fensch se déroulera du 4 au 16 octobre 2017 avec comme pays invité : l’Algérie, nation où une nouvelle génération de cinéastes se bat pour faire renaitre le cinéma algérien, autrefois célèbre. Depuis 1975, l’Algérie est le seul pays du Maghreb à avoir été honoré de la Palme d’or.

Le Festival Sacré de la Beauté publie son programme et annonce un panel exceptionnel avec Wim Wenders et Mgr Vigano (Vatican)

ILE SAINT HONORAT Session d’artistes diaconie de la beauté « l’artiste et le parfum » DU DIMANCHE 21 AU MERCREDI 24 MAI 2017 Sous la présidence de Mgr Gilbert Louis, évêque émérite de Chalons en Champagne avec plusieurs intervenants : Dom Vladimir Gaudrat (Père Abbé), Michael Lonsdale, Marie-Christine Barrault, Pasteur Alain Joly, Philippe Collet (diacre parfumeur), Daniel Facérias (artiste) et A…

L’industrie cinématographique thaïlandaise présente en force au Festival International du film de Cannes 2017
Au programme, une grande soirée autour du cinéma Thaïlandais, cinq jours de rencontres professionnelles au Marché du film et de nouvelles aides financières pour les films étrangers qui tournent en Thaïlande. La Princesse Royale de Thaïlande Ubolratana Rajakanya Sirivadhana Barnavadi présidera la soirée de gala Thai Night 2017 - Where Films Come Alive, une soirée de célé…

02.05.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

WideHouse in Cannes

30.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

11 films en sélection ont bénéficié de l'Aide aux cinémas du monde et deux films sont issus de la Fabrique cinéma de l'Institut

29.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

Cannes 2017 : un grand crû pour les films soutenus par Ciclic et la Région Centre-Val de Loire

26.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

4ème édition de "Shoot the book !" au Festival de Cannes

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

'En Route pour Cannes' la compétition de court métrage d'Europcar France
Europcar France est partenaire officiel du Festival de Cannes depuis plus de 25 ans et lance la seconde édition de sa compétition de court métrage « En Route pour Cannes » et confirme son engagement auprès des jeunes talents du cinéma. A destination des étudiants en école de cinéma, cet appel à projet a été relayé auprès de 10 écoles de cinéma reno...

18.04.2017 | Cannes Market Dailies's blog

L’impact de la VOD sur la chaîne de valeur du film: la conf de l’observatoire

La VOD fait-elle grossir le gâteau ? L’Observatoire européen de l’audiovisuel consacrera sa conférence de Cannes à l’impact de la VOD sur la chaîne de valeur du film. Notre conférence incontournable - La VOD fait-elle grossir le gâteau ? - aura lieu le samedi 20 mai de 9 h 30 à 11 h 30 au cinéma Olympia, 5, rue de la pompe, Cannes. Inscrivez-vous gratuitement ici. Programme en pi...